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The Gendered Vampires in Contemporary Culture: A Lesbian 
Feminist Reading 
Abstract 
This thesis sets out to deconstruct existing cultural myths about woman and her 
sexuality in Victorian vampire fiction. The approach adopted is interdisciplinary: 
theories incorporated include socio-anthropological theories, psychoanalytic theories 
and (lesbian) feminist cultural theories. 
Vampires, along with other monstrous figures, are often associated with the feminine 
and the matemal. To begin with, the dark kiss generates oral sexual pleasures 
reminiscent of the preoedipal oral stage. Secondly, men vampires become mothers 
symbolically as they "give birth" to their vampire offspring. Finally, as various 
cultural critics argue, the vampire is an embodiment of an autonomous female 
sexuality. This thesis addresses the question why women are associated with the 
monstrous in (Western) culture(s). 
The three chapters in this thesis focus on three different representations of woman and 
her sexuality in vampirism. In Chapter One, the emphasis is on the woman vampire 
in general, who, with her autonomy and excessive sexual appetite, has challenged the 
Victorian ideal woman---"the Angel in the House". In Chapter Two, the discussion 
is on a girl vampire, a sophisticated woman trapped in a little-girlish frame, who has 
defied the male gaze and rendered possible a resistance against the misrepresentation 
of the female body based on what pleases man. Finally in Chapter Three, the lesbian 
vampire promises a disruption of the LacanianvTreudian definition of sexual 
difference: with her lesbian phallus she has displaced the penis as the organ that 
determines all sexual difference. 
Apart from deconstructing androcentric cultural myths about women in vampirism, 
this thesis explores a number of possibilities for feminist resistance against those 
myths. After all, the ultimate goal of this thesis is to ground the possibility of a 



























The Gendered Vampires in Contemporary Culture 
Vampires and Contemporary Culture 
Westem cultures since the Romantic Period have been bombarded with 
countless vampire images. In English literature, it all started with Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge's Gothic poem "Christabel" (1816) and the vampire story "The Vampyre" 
(1819) by John Polidori in the Romantic Period. Later on in the Victorian Period, 
Sheridan J. LeFanu's vampire novella, "Carmilla" (1871) was published, followed by 
the classic vampire novel Dracula (1897) by Bram Stoker. A century later, cultural 
critics witness a revival of the vampire tradition. A series of horror movies featuring 
the mainstream vampire as well as the lesbian vampire have been made. Needless to 
say, there is the postmodern Queen of Gothic Fiction, Anne Rice, with her renowned 
Vampire Chronicles. The film adaptation of the 70s’ bestseller Interview with the 
Vampire (1994), starring Hollywood megastars Tom Cruise and Brad Pitt, has further 
confirmed the role of vampirism in popular culture. Along with the Vampire 
Chronicles there emerged an abundance of mainstream and marginalized vampire 
texts', in which cultural critics observe a transformation in the vampires. Late 
twentieth-century vampires, in general, have evolved from the rigid, aristocratic, cold-
blooded monsters to become sentimental, (very often) down-to-earth, and even human 
creatures. In addition, in contemporary vampire texts, the vampires, unlike their 
‘ In the context of this thesis, mainstream vampire texts are texts which have secured a place in 
mainstream (popular) culture, and in which heterosexuality is depicted as the norm; while in 
marginalized texts "perverse" sexuality like homosexuality and bisexuality dominates the scene. 
Examples of mainstream texts include Dracula and a series of earlier film adaptations like Dracula 
(1931), as well as Rice's Vampire Chronicles to a lesser extent.; whereas lesbian vampire texts are 
representative of marginalized texts. 
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counterparts in the Victorian period, are very rarely destroyed; their difference is in 
fact celebrated in various texts. 
The vampire, as discussed, is an important cultural figure in contemporary 
culture; and as we consume culture every day, the cultural significance of the vampire 
is not to be underestimated. The vampire, among an abundance of monstrous figures, 
embodies the most severely repressed desires in the human psyche. (Cultural critics 
identify in Frankenstein's monster the destructive---even murderous---impulses which 
Frankenstein has repressed.) Therefore, it is through the vampire (and monsters) that 
unconscious impulses enter the realm of the conscious. This is precisely why 
consumers of culture find the vampire repulsive and at the same time attractive: they 
are after all curious about the dark side of the psyche. Yet as the saying goes, every 
age embraces its own vampire. Since moral/social codes change (perhaps slightly) 
from time to time, repression (of desires) is never a constant entity. Naturally, taken 
into account the cultural issues of late twentieth-century (Western) culture(s), the 
vampire which consumers of culture embrace today is significantly different from the 
one Stoker created. In Stoker's Dracula, vampires are about crossing the borders of 
gender and liberating the sexual desires of woman in an extremely repressed society. 
Yet due to VictorianAI!hristian moral codes, the vampire must be subdued in the end to 
counteract the disturbance caused by lifting the veil a woman wears. Whereas in the 
twentieth century, when (men and) women are, in general, sexually liberated, 
vampires set out to transgress not only the boundaries of gender, but also those of 
sexuality ("normal'Vperverse sexuality), class and humanity (human/non human). 
Postmodern cultural critics are delighted to see that, other than in a minority of 
mainstream horror films, the vampire is appreciated and celebrated for her difference. 
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As this thesis is a lesbian feminist reading of mainstream and marginalized vampire 
texts, the focus is on the transgression of gender roles and (hetero)sexuality in 
vampirism. 
In mainstream heterosexual culture, men are the provider of the family 
while women are the carer and nurturer; men are expected to be tough and aggressive, 
women gentle, passive and submissive. Yet in (mainstream and marginalized) 
vampire texts, men vampires are often feminized. One example is Count Dracula in 
Francis Ford Coppola's Bram Stoker's Dracula (1992), a re-vision of the nineteenth-
century classic vampire novel. The Count is no longer the stiff, rigid, phallic 
monster as depicted in earlier Dracula films like Dracula (1931; Fig. 0.1) and Horror 
of Dracula (1958; Fig. 0.2); instead he is given the face of the beautiful actor Gary 
Oldman (Fig. 0.3), and a touch of gentleness, so gentle that he is feminized. As Vera 
Dika suggests, "With an ancient, furrowed face and white hair rising in Oriental 
swirls [Fig. 0.4], the Count enters the room uncharacteristically clothed in a 
sumptuous red silk robe." (1996: 391; my emphasis) The Oriental quality of 
Coppola's Dracula is significant with respect to sexual difference because the Orient 
is more than often associated with the feminine: just as the feminine is subordinated to 
the masculine, the Orient is subservient to the West. In Rice's Vampire Chronicles, 
the men vampires Lestat, Louis and Armand, are portrayed as exceptionally beautiful, 
fair-skinned, graceful and angelic creatures. In Interview with the Vampire (1976), 
Louis says, “I refused. . .to be spellbound by the sheer beauty of his [Lestat's] 
appearance." {Interview 17) Louis, in particular, plays the role of Lestat's wife and 
Claudia's mother in Interview. Besides, men vampires become mothers 
symbolically when they "give birth" to their dark children. Similarly women 
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vampires have transcended their role as '^he Angel in the House". Li general, 
women vampires react against their prescribed role as the passive receiver of 
seduction through actively seducing and taking preys. And as far as individual 
women vampires are concerned, Lucy, in both the novel Dracuki and Coppola's film 
adaptation, is portrayed as a woman with a sexual appetite-—something which a 
decent Victorian woman is not supposed to have, for the perfect angel is passive and 
sexless. 
m m n m p p n H 
• _ • • i U H 
Fig. 0.1 Bela Lugosi as DracuIa in Dracula Fig. 0.2 Christopher Lee as Dracuh in Horror of Dracula • ttiy H 9 ^ i m 
Fig. 0.3 Gary Oldman as Dracula in Bram Stoker 's Fig. 0.4 The Count in Oriental Swiris, Brwn Stoker 's Dracula Dracula , 
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As suggested, vampires do not only transgress gender roles, they, especially 
those in late twentieth-century vampire texts, also cross the borders of normal and 
perverse sexuality. Carmilla in the vampire novella by LeFanu, is one of the first 
lesbian vampires in the history of English literature, in a time when the word 
"lesbianism" did not exist. Carmilla, therefore, has chosen to be homosexual when 
heterosexuality was compulsory. Whereas in contemporary vampire texts---in 
Rice's Vampire Chronicles for instance---heterosexuality is further displaced: the 
novels are never in short ofhomoerotic relations among men vampires. In Interview 
with the Vampire, apart from heterosexual relations, readers are bombarded with a 
variety of perverse sexuality: homosexuality, bisexuality, incest and pedophilia. (Fig. 
0.5) 
Louis and Lestat are a kind of demonic (but not demonized) gay 
couple, queer male parents competing with each other for "our 
daughter" Claudia (94). At the same time, they are Claudia's 
"lovers" (102, 118): the queerness of their relationship lies partly 
in the folding together of gay love with heterosexual 
incest/pedophilia. 
(Gelder 1994: 113) 
In the second book of the Chronicles, the Vampire Lestat (1985), incest dominates the 
early part of the novel. A significant portion of the novel is devoted to the 
description of the incestuous relationship between Lestat and Gabrielle. She is his 
mother and lover all at once. As Lestat recalls in his autobiography, "She was 
simply she, the one I had needed all of my life with all of my being. The only 
woman I had ever loved." {The Vampire Lestat 168) In fact incest is a recurring 
theme in the Vampire Chronicles: Rice's vampires—mothers/fathers, offspring and 
lovers—often coexist in covens or families, resulting in the juxtaposition of parent-
child relationships and homoy^eterosexual relations. As vampires are never hunted 
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down in the Chronicles and in the majority of contemporary vampire texts, vampire 
sexuality is celebrated. As a result, the distinction between normal and perverse 




Fig. 0.5 The Queer Family: Lestat, Louis and Claudia, Interview with the Vampire 
According to Kristeva's Powers of Horror (1980), the abject being is one 
who does not respect borders and disrupts order. As Barbara Creed draws on 
Kristeva, 
The place of the abject is "the place where meaning collapses" 
(p.2), the place where 'T' am not. The abject threatens life; it 
must be "radically excluded" (p.2) from the place of the living 
subject, propelled away from the body and deposited on the other 
side of an imaginary border which separates the self from that 
which threatens the self. . .Although the subject must exclude the 
abject, it must, nevertheless, be tolerated, for that which threatens 
to destroy life also helps to define life. 
(1996: 37-8; my emphasis) 
It is important to note two notions in Kristeva's theory of abjection that are crucial to 
the discussion in this thesis: (1) borders; and (2) the abject must be excluded and 
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nonetheless tolerated. In this discussion, the vampire is Kristeva's abject being since, 
in her very essence, she causes the meaning of life and death to collapse: she is not 
alive, nor dead; she is undead. Besides, she transgresses the boundaries of sexual 
difference,-for apparently she is not properly gendered. As Creed puts it, "The male 
Dracula is feminized. . .The female Dracula is masculinized; she is an active, 
predatory seducer." (1993: 63) The vampire's abjection is brought to light in 
Gothic fiction/horror films precisely because it “helps to define life"; nevertheless her 
monstrosity must be rejected in the end in order for life to go on. Yet in an attempt 
to re-read the vampire phenomenon, we ask the question: why must the vampire be 
rejected? The transgression of sexual difference in vampirism is of great value to 
feminist cultural criticisms since it offers a potential site of resistance against the 
misrepresentation of woman and her sexuality in (Western) misogynist culture(s). 
Woman/Lesbian as Vampire 
Not only are vampires "female" when they are women, in fact the man 
vampire "[i]n his death. . .is 'feminized' in that his body is usually penetrated by a 
phallic stake." (Creed 1993: 63) Thus vampirism is apparently matemal/female in 
its essence. Certainly, the focus of this reading is vampires who are "biologically" 
female and are continuously represented as lesbian in cultural texts. 
In one sense, her lesbianism arises from the nature of the 
vampiric act itself. . .She embraces her female victims, using all 
the power of her seductive wiles to soothe and placate anxieties 
before striking. Of necessity, then the female vampire's 
seduction exploits images of lesbian desire. . .The combination 
of "lesbian" and "vampire" is a happy one since both figures are 
represented in popular culture as sexually aggressive women. 
(ibid.: 59) 
The womanylesbian vampire therefore is a perfect metaphor of the monster woman 
who has an "excessive" sexual appetite and refuses to play the passive, sexless angel 
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set down in heterosexist moral/social codes. The lesbian vampire is doubly 
dangerous because, 
As well as transforming her victims into blood-sucking creatures 
of the night (she does not necessarily destroy her victims), she 
al^o threatens to seduce the daughters of patriarchy away from 
their proper gender roles. 
(ibid.: 61) 
Consequently, destroying the lesbian vampire in vampire texts is a symbolic 
counteraction of the disturbance caused by an autonomous female sexuality in a 
patriarchal unconscious. As Andrea Weiss argues with reference to the vampire 
film, 
The lesbian vampire provokes and articulates anxieties in the 
heterosexual male spectator, only for the film to quell these 
anxieties and reaffirm his maleness through the vampire's 
ultimate destruction. 
(1992: 90) 
Of course, feminist cultural critics are highly critical of the conflation of the 
monstrous and the feminine while lesbian feminist critics contest the cultural 
representation of lesbian sexuality as monstrous. Nevertheless it is precisely through 
the monstrous-feminine that resistant (lesbian) feminist vampire texts have achieved 
the defiance against a passive representation of woman and her sexuality centered on 
the penis/phallus. The woman vampire is a truly resistant cultural figure because she 
crosses the boundaries of provider/recipient in a socio-anthropological context as well 
as those of active/passive subjectivity and sexuality insofar as psychoanalysis is 
concerned. Female empowerment is further enhanced in the lesbian vampire: 
The lesbian vampire not only crosses boundaries (through 
passing), but breaks down boundaries between the male 'T' and 
the female "not 1" as well. While appearing to be excessively 
"feminine", she also contradicts and confounds this femininity 
through the anxious attention focused on her mouth. 
(Weiss 1992: 91) 
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In this reading of mainstream and marginalized vampire text, the approach 
is from general to specific. In Chapter One, I will (re-)read Victorian vampire texts 
along with late twentieth-century re-visions of the Victorian vampire myth from a 
socio-anthropological perspective to establish the woman vampire as a resistant figure 
who transcends the culturally prescribed gender role of the passive angel. In 
Chapter Two, the focus is on subjectivity: how Claudia, the girl vampire in Interview 
with the Vampire, renders possible a defiance against the male gaze (in the cinema as 
well as in a larger cultural context) and a positive, autonomous representation of the 
female body. Finally in Chapter Three, I will draw on psychoanalytic theories on 
sexual relations to illustrate the lesbian vampire as the postmodern heroine, displacing 
the hegemonic symbolic of Freudiany'Lacanian sexual difference with her seduction, 
her preying and her fangs. 
Ortner and "the Angel in the House" 
Sherry B. Ortner's essay “Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture?" (1974) 
has provided the theoretical framework for analysis in Chapter One, "The Woman 
Vampire: The Fallen Angel". According to Ortner, the reason for the "universal 
devaluation" of women is that they are closely associated with nature while men with 
culture in various human civilizations. (1974: 69) The association between nature 
and women renders legitimate the subordination of women to men, since nature is 
cultivated by civilization (virtually) all over the world. Ortner argues that women 
are seen as closer to nature due to her reproductive function, her social role as the 
carer and nurturer, together with her psychology. Nevertheless, she has made clear 
throughout her essay that women are seen as only closer to nature, they are after all, in 
one way or another associated with lower levels of cultural production, like domestic 
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cooking. Accordingly, Ortner pictures women in an intermediate position between 
nature and culture. What is more, as society's stability depends upon properly 
socialized individuals who conform unquestioningly, women's (culturally prescribed) 
responsibility for the socialization of children renders it necessary for them to be 
confined within the domestic unit. Ortner's thesis, therefore, explains the Victorian 
ideal imposed upon women, "the Angel in the House", since to a large extent, the 
stability of society relies on the properly gendered woman, who is happy to stay at 
home and socialize her offspring. 
Ortner furthers her argument that "woman's intermediate position" results 
in her "symbolic ambiguity". (1974: 85) This symbolic ambiguity is crucial to the 
discussion of Victorian women vampires in Chapter One, since it accounts for the 
double standard men has imposed upon women. Women are required by a 
misogynist culture to be passive and sexless, yet at the same time men are attracted to 
the sexually autonomous "wanton" woman. Nevertheless, to the disappointment of 
women and feminists, the (sexually) unconventional woman is condemned eventually 
for her "wanton" ways after men has used her to release their sexual impulses. It is 
precisely this double standard that our (Victorian) woman vampire is subject to. Her 
veil is lifted; men are in fact drawn towards her and for a moment enjoys her 
autonomous sexuality. Yet her demise is inevitable: the fallen angel must be 
subdued for the good angels to remain "uninfected" as well as for the stability of 
society to continue. 
Mulvey, Postfeminist Media Critics and the Female Body 
The theory of the male gaze is first brought to light by Laura Mulvey in 
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"Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema" (1975). She draws on Freudian and 
Lacanian psychoanalysis to account for the patriarchal phenomenon "woman as image, 
man as bearer of the look" in mainstream Hollywood movies: the look within and 
without th& film are unmistakably androcentric. (1992: 162) In her essay, Mulvey 
establishes the cinema as a site for voyeurism and identification. The movie house, 
with its dark setting and distance from the screen, facilitates scopophilia which gives 
rise to voyeuristic visual pleasures. The male audience sits comfortably in the 
cinema to savor the delicious female body on the movie screen. The female body, 
therefore, becomes an erotic object for the characters within the film and the (male) 
spectator within the auditorium. Mulvey further maintains that the movie screen is 
comparable to the mirror in Lacan, enabling the (male) cinema audience, like the 
child in the mirror stage, to identify (though temporarily) with his ego ideal—the male 
character---on the screen. Mulvey stresses that the Hollywood director, with the use 
of the camera, has constructed the (male) audience to identify with the male 
characters only. Therefore, the implicit assumption in Mulvey's argument is that the 
gaze of the cinema audience is inherently male and that female viewing pleasures, if 
any, must be negative in nature. 
Mulvey's theory of the male gaze has aroused sympathy among second 
wave feminist film/media critics like Mary Ann Doane, whom I have also cited in 
Chapter Two; she is nonetheless criticized by postfeminist media critics of 
reinforcing patriarchal male/female, active/passive, subject/object binary oppositions. 
As postfeminisms celebrate plurality and difference, third wave feminist media critics 
favor analyzing spectatorial pleasures from various perspectives and are convinced of 
the possibility of positive and resistant female viewing pleasures. Women from 
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different backgrounds have distinct experience, as a result a variety of viewer 
response and viewing pleasures are possible. Feminist resisting viewing pleasures 
are the pleasures generated by seeing what is in contradiction to the messages which 
the feminine audience is constructed to perceive in the text. 
Consequently, the girl vampire Claudia is brought into the discussion in 
Chapter Two, "The Girl Vampire: The Resistant Female Body". Given the dark trick 
at the age of five, Claudia is forever trapped in the frame of a little girl. As far as 
postfeminist media criticisms are concerned, the girl vampire's infantilization 
generates a diversity of viewing pleasures. Feminist resisting viewing pleasures 
arise firstly from the recognition of Claudia, on the part of the feminist audience, as 
an embodiment of the constraints imposed upon women in a misogynist society; and 
secondly, from the positive, autonomous representation of the female body and female 
subjectivity she renders possible. 
Butler and The Lesbian Phallus 
Chapter Three, "The Lesbian Vampire: The Female Desire" sets out to 
ground the possibility of an accurate representation of female sexuality, a sexuality 
that is autonomous and free from phallocentric intervention. In "the Signification of 
the Phallus" (1958), Lacan has established the phallus as "the privileged signifier", a 
signification that defines all sexual difference. The phallus, in simplest terms, is the 
object of the other's desire. Sexual difference is defined in terms of having and 
being the phallus: as the phallus is equated to the penis, the man has the phallus, the 
object ofthe other's/woman's desire, while the innately castrated and lacking woman, 
strives to be the phallus in sexual relations. In "the comedy of copulation" the 
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woman momentarily borrows the man's phallus while the man confirms his having 
the phallus. As a result, the lack that constitutes the ego in the mirror stage is filled. 
Needless to say, the Lacanian phallus, as usual, has aroused sympathy as well as 
debates among feminist theorists. I would agree, to a certain extent, with Lacan's 
defenders that his work is beneficial to feminist criticisms insofar as understanding 
patriarchy is concerned. Nonetheless, there are phallocentric assumptions in his 
work which feminists find hard to celebrate. Among Lacan's critics is Judith Butler, 
who contests the misogynist conflation of the penis and the phallus in "the 
Signification of the Phallus." 
Butler, in Bodies that Matter (1993), revises the Lacanian theory of the 
phallus as "the privileged signifier" and the hegemonic association of the penis with 
the phallus, bringing into light the transferability of the phallus as well as the 
possibility of displacing the (heterosexist) phallus with the lesbian phallus. Butler 
asks the questions "why it is assumed that the phallus requires that particular body 
part to symbolize, and why it could not operate through symbolizing other body 
parts." (1993: 84) She draws on de Saussure's (1916) theory of pure difference to 
argue that the signifier and the signified can never be the same thing, as "[t]he more 
symbolization occurs, the less ontological connection there is between symbol and 
symbolized." (ibid.) Therefore, the nature of the phallus as a signifier lays bare its 
displaceability. Butler proposes displacing the Lacanian phallus with the lesbian 
phallus, which breaks down the boundaries of having and being the phallus. 
According to Butler, the lesbian phallus can signify a lot all at once: various 
body parts and objects. In (lesbian) vampire sexuality, it is the fangs (as well as 
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various body parts and inanimate objects; see Chapter Three) which approximate the 
function of the phallus. The fangs are the instrument of penetration while the dark 
kiss generates immense pleasure of oral gratification. The dark kiss (in lesbian 
vampire sexuality) is resistant not only because the fangs as the instrument of 
penetration displace the penis in the Lacanian model, the lesbian dark kiss, while 
celebrating oral sexual pleasures, also displaces the site of penetration, defying the 
Freudian definition of female sexual pleasures centered on the vagina, and more 
importantly, the penis. In other words, the dark kiss in lesbian vampire sexuality 
empowers women to create an autonomous representation ofher sexuality. 
Feminism and Postfeminisms 
Feminism, or the women's movement, began with Mary Wollstonecraft,s 
"A Vindication of the Rights of Woman" (1792). Over nearly two centuries, it has 
developed into second wave feminism which began in the 40s and flourished in the 
60s and 70s, and which is often known for the war it wages on patriarchy. The 
second wave feminist agenda, in simplest terms, is the refusal to be female. 
Representative second wave feminist theorists include Kristeva, Irigary, Mulvey and 
Spivak. One decade later, feminists join hands with postmodernists and 
poststructuralists; consequently a new wave of feminism, categorized as third wave 
feminism or postfeminisms, emerges. As the term suggests, "postfeminisms" has 
incorporated into itself an abundance of feminisms: cyberfeminism, black feminism, 
ecofeminism and lesbian feminism, to name a few, along with a wealth of feminist 
theories. 
In this thesis, vampire texts are read from a postfeminist perspective; 
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nevertheless, second wave feminist theories are incorporated into the discussion as a 
starting point. Although second wave feminists are frequently criticized by 
postfeminists of reinforcing patriarchal binary oppositions and undermining genuine 
femaleness 4n their war against patriarchy, second wave feminist theories, as far as I 
am concerned, are after all valuable to postfeminist cultural criticisms, since they have 
provided us with a wealth of knowledge, allowing us to recognize the wrongs 
patriarchy has done to women as well as how patriarchy works. Therefore, 
postfeminisms are a re-vision of second wave feminism, a self-reflective approach to 
the women's movement. 
One of the main regrets postfeminist critics have expressed about second 
wave feminist theories is the underlying assumption of modernist "universality". As 
Ann Brooks cites Yeatman (1990), "feminist theorists. . .have to give up their own 
‘trained’ subscription to modernist perspectives which sustain monovocal, 
monological constructions of authority." (1997: 14-5) Second wave feminist 
theorists see women's oppression as a universal and unilateral experience. 
The problematic nature of terms such as "patriarchy", "women" 
and "oppression" was for those "at the margins" of feminism 
further highlighted in the debates within the feminist movement 
instituted initially by women of color. 
(ibid.:16) 
As far as non-white feminists are concerned, "second wave feminism has neglected 
the “‘lived experience’ of racism." (ibid.: 17; my emphasis) Naturally, the 
oppression experienced by a white woman is very different from that experienced by 
a black woman, for the black woman is subject to two forms of discrimination, one 
against her race and the other against her sex. Needless to say, women of color are 
not the only group of women "at the margins of feminism". Lesbian feminists have 
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also been marginalized in mainstream feminism. Susan J. Wolfe and Julia Penelope, 
in their discussion on lesbian cultural criticisms, maintain that, 
Initially, however, feminist literary criticisms simply ignored the 
existence of Lesbian criticism and viewed Lesbian authors and 
characters, when they noticed them at all, from a heterosexual 
perspective.... 
(1993:29) 
As postfeminisms, engaged with postmodernist and poststmcturalist discourses, 
celebrate plurality and difference, postfeminists see "[s]econd wave feminist theory 
[as having failed] to address the fact that there are different ‘sites of oppression' and 
potentially different 'sites of struggle'". (Brooks 1997: 17) Accordingly, Ortner's 
account for the "universal devaluation “ of women (drawn on heavily in Chapter One) 
is apparently problematic with reference to postfeminist criticisms. Yet Ortner has 
provided an explanation for the universality in her thesis (see Chapter One), which 
seems to me as lucid and convincing. Since after all, the postfeminist agenda is not 
to disregard problematic terms (and the universality underlying them) like 
"patriarchy", "oppression" and "women" all together, but rather, to be self-reflective, 
taking into consideration the historical, social and cultural context when using those 
terms. 
In addition to the modernist notion of universality, postfeminists call into 
the question the patriarchal binary oppositions reinforced in second wave feminist 
theories, which include male/female, active/passive, subject/object and 
phallic/castrated. Obviously men are associated with the first component in the 
pairs while women with the second. Second wave feminist theories set out to strive 
for the reversal of men and women's position. One of the renowned weapons in 
second wave feminism is the refusal to be female: radical feminists disavow 
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womanhood by refusing to stay at home, bear children and do housework. In the 
70s’ dieting discourse in America, staying slim and flat---hence getting rid of the 
large breasts and hips associated with maternity---was considered a symbolic reaction 
against women's confinement within the domestic unit (see Chapter Two). By 
refusing to be “female，，，second wave feminists go to the other side of the opposing 
pairs (which is associated with men) so as to repudiate the misrepresentation that 
androcentric cultures have imposed upon them; but is that other side necessarily an 
accurate representation of woman and her sexuality? Postfeminists work towards a 
genuine account of what individual women are like, and are highly critical of the 
either/or position since it pushes feminist theorists back into the trap of patriarchal 
binary oppositions. It is unmistakably true that some women are active, yet it is also 
true that some choose to "stay" passive while others are active and passive all at once. 
Postfeminist cultural critics opt for a defiance instead of a rejection of the 
misrepresentation of woman and her sexuality: Madonna, the postmodern heroine for 
a time, is passive and active all together, welcoming the male gaze and defying it with 
her aggressive sexuality (see Chapter Two); while the lesbian, with her lesbian phallus, 
is phallic and at the same time, castrated (see Chapter Three). 
Finally, it is important to note that although I attempt to challenge and 
deconstruct existing images of women and female sexuality in (mainstream) vampire 
texts, the ultimate goal of this thesis as well as feminism as an emancipatory 
movement is to re-construct an autonomous representation of femaleness, which I 
hope to achieve through incorporating postfeminist cultural criticisms in my analysis 




The Woman Vampire: The Fallen Angel 
Woman and Nature 
Sherry B. Ortner in her essay "Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture?" 
(1974) discusses the reasons for the "universal devaluation of women." (1974: 69) 
Ortner believes that there must be something in every culture which women are 
associated with, and the value of which is overlooked by all cultures, so that women 
are placed in a lower status than men universally. According to Ortner, "there is only 
one thing that would fit that description, and that is ‘nature，，in the most generalized 
sense." (ibid.: 72) Of course, postfeminists (and postmodernists) challenge the 
claims to universality. Postfeminists stress plurality and difference; and criticize the 
second wave feminist argument that the experience of women is universal and 
monolithic. In other words, according to feminist pluralists, patriarchy is by no 
means universal; neither is women's oppression. Therefore, postfeminists find 
problematic Ortner's assumption that the universal devaluation of women is the result 
of a universal cause. Yet Ortner, in her essay, has accounted for the universality of 
her thesis: "The analysis thus depends not upon specific cultural data but rather upon 
an analysis of culture taken generally as a special sort of process in the world." (ibid.: 
69) Hence the actual experience of women in various cultures is not the subject of 
Ortner's discussion; rather she looks at culture as an institution, from which have 
sprung many other institutions like marriage and family. Despite the doubt cast upon 
the tenability of Ortner's thesis, her proposition that women are seen as closer to 
nature is beneficial to the analysis of women's association within the domestic domain 
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in various cultures. 
Ortner continues to argue that in every culture, tension exits between nature 
and culture." Nature, primal and uncivilized, is regarded as subordinate to culture, 
which is the product of man's creativity and intelligence. In every part of the world, 
nature is cultivated by civilization. Culture gains power from the fact that “it can 
under most circumstances transcend natural conditions and tum them to its purposes. 
Thus culture . . .[is] not only distinct from but superior to nature." (ibid.: 73) And 
therefore, if women are associated with nature---are in fact part of nature…"culture 
would find it ‘natural’ to subordinate, not to say, oppress, them," resulting in the "pan-
cultural second-class status" of women, (ibid.) 
Then we come to the question: Why are women associated with nature? 
Ortner has drawn evidences from women's physiology, women's social roles, and 
women's psyche: 
1. Women's physiology, and their reproductive function in particular, 
make them appear closer to nature. To Ortner, 
. . . i t is simply a fact that proportionately more of woman's body 
space, for a greater percentage of her lifetime, and at some™ 
sometimes great—cost to her personal health, strength and 
general stability, is taken up with the natural processes 
surrounding the reproduction of the species. 
(ibid.: 75) 
What is more, a woman's ability to give and to create life seems to have doomed her 
to reproduction; whereas men, who lack the natural ability to create, "must assert 
[thdr] creativity externally. . .through the medium of technology and symbols." 
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(ibid.) As a result men creates everlasting objects…culture, while all women create 
are mere mortals. 
2. — Women's social roles are also seen as closer to nature. It is taken for 
granted because of women's reproductive function that a woman should take care of 
her children. This confinement within the domestic domain, according to Ortner, is 
motivated by women's lactation processes. 
Since the mother's body goes through its lactation processes in 
direct relation to a pregnancy with a particular child, the 
relationship of nursing between mother and child is seen as a 
natural bond . . . . 
(ibid.: 77) 
Ortner furthers her argument that children, or infants, in various cultures, are 
considered part of nature, for they hardly have any control over themselves, and are 
more like animals. "Woman's close association with children [does not only: 
compound her potential for being seen as closer to nature herself," it also confines her 
to the domestic unit, as she has to stay at home to take care of her children, (ibid.: 
78) 
3. Women's psyche is regarded as closer to nature. It is generally 
assumed that there is an "empirical near universal ‘feminine psyche’ with certain 
special characteristics [which] would add weight to the cultural view of women as 
closer to nature." (ibid.: 81) Ortner has drawn on Nancy Chodorow's work, 
arguing that women's psyche is not necessarily innate or genetically programmed, but 
rather, a result of the "universal female socialization experience", (ibid.) A woman 
grows up learning her gender role as a nurturer and the responsibility for early 
childcare and later female socialization. As a result, the female psyche, which tends 
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to commit to her child regardless of age, sex, beauty or intelligence, is shaped. The 
mother's commitment to her child in spite of social categories 
. . . m a y b e seen as a challenge to culture and society "from 
below", insofar as it represents the fragmentary potential of 
individual loyalties vis-a-vis the solidarity of the group. But it 
may also be seen as embodying the synthesizing agent for culture 
and society "from above" in that it represents generalized human 
values above and beyond loyalties to particular social categories. 
(ibid.: 83) 
It is important for every society to have to have social categories which transcend the 
bond between individuals; nevertheless every society must also have a "sense of 
ultimate moral unity for all its members above and beyond those social categories." 
(ibid.) The ambiguity of the female psychic mode is crucial to Ortner's thesis as she 
elaborates on it later on in her essay, in her discussion of the intermediacy of women's 
position between nature and culture. 
Throughout her essay, Ortner emphasizes that in her thesis, women are seen 
as closer to nature than man, but women are by no means equal to nature, for after all, 
they are in one way or another, although to lesser extent than man, involved with 
culture and the production of culture. She sees women in an intermediate position 
between nature and culture. Yet women are generally confined to lower levels of 
cultural construction: "women perform lower-level conversions from nature to culture, 
but when the culture distinguishes a higher level of the same functions, the higher 
level is restricted to men." (ibid.: 80) (Of course the situation in the 90s is quite 
different from that in the 70s when the essay was written. Nevertheless it is only the 
extent which has improved, the general association of women with lower levels of 
transforming nature into culture while men with higher levels remains very much the 
same.) Ortner goes on the argue that, 
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,3» . . .intermediate may have the significance of ‘mediating，’ i.e. 
performing some sort of synthesizing or converting function 
between nature and culture, here seen (by culture) not as two 
ends of a continuum but as two radically different sorts of 
processes in the world. The domestic unit---and hence woman, 
who in virtually every case appears as its primary representative— 
-is—one of culture's crucial agencies for the conversion of nature 
into culture, especially with reference to the socialization of 
children. Any culture's continued viability depends upon 
properly socialized individuals who will see the world in that 
culture's term and adhere more or less unquestioningly to its 
moral precepts. 
(ibid.: 84; my emphasis) 
Hence the stability of society relies heavily on the stability of the domestic unit, 
namely the family, and to Ortner, this results in the confinement of women within the 
household. Since insofar as a woman is seen as the crucial primary agent of early 
socialization and the embodiment of the family, "she will come under the heavier 
restrictions and circumscriptions surrounding that unit." (ibid.: 85) In short, 
society will bind women to the domestic unit at whatever expense to ensure its 
stability. 
Apart from "mediating", Ortner argues that "woman's intermediate position 
may have the implication of greater symbolic ambiguity", (ibid.) This implication 
explains "how a single cultural thought can often assign to woman completely 
polarized and apparently contradictory meanings...." (ibid.) In simplest terms, it 
accounts for the double standard which society has imposed upon women: 
If with unmatched anxiety 
You solicit their disdain, 
Why demand their virtue, 
While encouraging to sin? 
You combat her resistance 
And then gravely you recount, 
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It was woman's wanton ways 
That brought you to this point. 
(Sor Juana Ines quoted in Watkins, Rueda & Rodriguez 1992: 7) 
Men are in fact drawn towards "woman's wanton ways", but at the same time he 
condemns the "wanton" woman for not staying at home, taking care of the children---
in short for not being the good angel that she should have been. (This ambiguity will 
be discussed in detail later on in the chapter with reference to the woman vampire.) 
To sum up the argument, Ortner states that women's intermediate position between 
nature and culture 
. . . c a n be seen as either "ignoring" (and thus subverting) or 
"transcending" (and thus achieving a higher synthesis of) those 
social categories, depending upon the cultural view for any given 
purpose. Thus we can account easily for both the subversive 
feminine symbols (witches, evil eye, menstrual pollution, 
castrating mothers) and the feminine symbols of transcendence 
(mother goddesses, merciful dispensers of salvation, female 
symbols of justice, and the strong presence of feminine 
symbolism in the realms of art, religion, ritual and law.) 
(1974: 86) 
As far as I am concerned, Ortner, in her essay “Is Female to Male as Nature 
is to Culture", presents a cogent account for women's close association with or 
confinement within the domestic unit. Her thesis seems to me as a useful theoretical 
framework in my attempt to re-read the Victorian ideal woman, "the Angel in the 
House", as well as to explore the extent to which the woman vampire is a reaction 
against the sociaVgender roles imposed upon women, namely the role of the passive 
carer/nurturer (as opposed to men's active role of the provider of the household). 
The Angel and the Woman Vampire 
‘‘The Angel in the House" originated in the Victorian period. Needless to 
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say, as Ortner illustrates in her essay, the idea did not originate then. Yet it is in the 
Victorian period that the idea was systematized; it is the embodiment of the ideology 
of women being men's subordinate. "The Angel in the House" (1854-62) is the title 
of a poem---"A worthy hymn in woman's praise"™ by Coventry Patmore. (11. 16) 
The ideal woman is "simply, subtly sweet", gentle and fair. (11. 35) Certainly, the 
implications of "the Angel in the House" do not stop there. First of all, a woman is 
the angel in the house, not the angel in the court, suggesting that a woman's activities 
are based in the household, or in feminist jargon, the woman is confined within the 
domestic unit. Secondly, the imagery of the angel probably stems from the Christian 
idea of "the Great Chain of Being", which stresses the upholding of order and 
harmony, that is, every being stays contentedly in his/her/its own position. An angel 
has one superior whom she (happily) respects and obeys: her lord. Being the angel 
in the house, a woman's lord is the master of the house; and as an angel she submits to 
her lord totally since order and position are emphasized in "the Great Chain". The 
angel is selfless; everything she does, she does for her husband and her family since 
she has to preserve the harmony of the house. She depends on her husband for 
provision and protection. Most important of all, she is sexless: Victorian England is 
notorious for its strict moral codes and repression on sexuality. Patmore's poem 
became so popular that “the Angel in the House" became the symbol of the ideal 
woman in the Victorian period. Hence feminists since Virginia Woolf use the phrase 
"the Angel in the House" to characterize a patriarchal Victorian attitude towards 
women. Drawing on Ortner's thesis, it is not difficult to notice an androcentric 
culture at work behind the Victorian ideal---"the Angel in the House": the woman is 
the angel in the house because her physiology, her social roles and her psyche, which 
are seen as closer to nature (than men's), bind her to childcare and housework. In 
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addition, society finds the association between women and nature, and hence the 
household, convenient and necessary, since it depends on the angel for properly 
socialized beings who conform unquestioningly. 
Yet behind the angel is the monster. 
The monster woman is the woman who refuses to be selfless, 
acts on her own initiative, who has a story to tell---in short, a 
woman who rejects the submissive role patriarchy has reserved 
for her. 
(Moi 1985: 58) 
The monster woman is monstrous because she is what men fear. She is intelligent, 
independent and most importantly unorthodox. The monster woman is a being with 
subjectivity, who entertains her own interest and acts according to her own wish. 
She refuses to submit to patriarchy, to play the submissive role of the angel and to “let 
[her consciousness] be penetrated by the phallic probings of masculine thought." 
(ibid.) The monster woman asserts herself, fights for what she desires, is ambitious, 
powerful, and capable of outdoing men in every aspect---a potential threat to 
patriarchy, costing men their unjustified and undeserved privilege. In this paper, our 
monster woman is the woman vampire. "The female vampire is she who steps 
outside the realm of acceptable ‘feminine, behavior." (Keesey 1993: 8) She is the 
fallen angel, everything that “the Angel in the House" should not be. She is 
independent (and very often solitary) and provides for herself: she hunts on her own 
for the blood needed to sustain her life. She is intelligent, as vampires are generally 
portrayed as educated and extremely sophisticated creatures (due to the experience 
acquired in their exceptionally long lives). She is physically more powerful than a 
lot ofmortal men, for the legendary vampires are believed to have enormous physical 
strength. Yet most important of all, the woman vampire herselfis an embodiment of 
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lust (or sexual desires), for the—preying and killing in vampirism are often pictured 
with a touch of eroticism. As Keesey writes, "the female vampire is sexual and 
seductive, a creature of great appetite." (1993: 8) 
Thus the Victorian woman vampire can be seen as a symbol of sexual 
liberation, freeing (Victorian) women from the constraints of strict sexual repression. 
Here, Carmilla, or Countess Mircalla Keinstein in "Carmilla" (1871) by J. Sheridan 
LeFanu, proves to be an apt illustration of the fallen angel. She is one of the early 
lesbian vampires in English literature. (Before her, there is Geraldine in the 
Romantic poet Coleridge's Gothic poem, "Christabel", as well as the femme fatale in 
Keats' "La Belle Dame San Merci".) In the vampire novella, Carmilla is described 
as "absolutely beautiful". ("Carmilla" 38) All other characters are drawn towards 
her the moment they see her; as the General, the uncle of one of Carmilla's victims, 
recalls: 
. . . the young stranger [Carmilla] lowered her mask, displaying a 
remarkably beautiful face. I had never seen it before, neither 
had my dear child. But though it was new to us, the features 
were so engaging，as well as lovely, that it was impossible not to 
feel the attraction powerfully. My poor girl did so. 
(“Carmilla” 70) 
The narrator of the short story, Laura, feels the same way for Carmilla. Yet although 
she is "drawn towards" Carmilla, "there [is] also something of a repulsion" for 
reasons unknown to her. ("Carmilla" 41) “In this ambiguous feeling, however, the 
sense of attraction immensely prevail[s]." (ibid.; my emphasis) As a matter of fact, 
this "ambiguous feeling" is very typical in the prey of the vampires and readers of 
Gothic fiction (as well as the audience of horror movies). Since vampires and 
Gothic fiction set out to liberate the innermost sexual desires in the human psyche that 
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‘ has been well repressed by socialization, it is not surprising that the individual feels 
elated while at the same time, due to the moral/social codes deeply rooted in her mind, 
the dark side of her psyche repels and frightens her. The woman vampire is in fact 
an illustration of the "symbolic ambiguity" which results from women's intermediate 
position between nature and culture in Ortner's thesis. The individual is 
undoubtedly attracted by the woman vampire, but she also condemns her so-called 
"wanton ways”. fNevertheless it is often the man who is the agent of punishment for 
the unorthodoxy of the fallen angel.) Laura has in fact confirmed the argument in 
her narration: 
I experienced a strange tumultuous excitement that was 
pleasurable, even and anon, mingled with a vague sense of fear 
and disgust. . .1 was conscious of a love growing into adoration, 
and also of abhorrence. 
C'Carmilla" 44) 
Yet as before, the "sense of attraction" for the Countess prevails. 
Her [Carmilla's] murmured words sounded like a lullaby in my 
'Laura's] ear, and soothed my resistance into a trance, from 
which I only seemed to recover when she withdrew her arms. 
("Carmilla" 43) 
Laura, therefore, allows herself to swoon at Carmilla's exceptionally sensuous 
seduction while at the same time rejecting it with repugnance: 
It was like the ardor of a lover; it embarrassed me; it was hateful 
and yet overpowering; and with gloating eyes she drew me to her, 
and her hot lips traveled along my cheek in kisses; and she would 
whisper, almost in sobs, "You are mine, you shall be mine, and 
you and I are one for ever." 
("Carmilla" 44) 
Throughout the novella, Camiilla is depicted as a (monster) woman with excessive 
sexual desires; what is worse, she is lesbian, making her the outcast ofthe outcast. 
For that reason, women vampires like Carmilla are extremely dangerous, 
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as the stability of Victorian society (in fact any society) is based on sexual repression 
(or any form of repression). As echoed by Ortner, women play a crucial role in early 
socialization: a properly socialized woman socializes her children properly. 
Therefore, allowing the monster woman/woman vampire to roam free means threat to 
the whole society; something has to be done to preserve man's inherited dominion. 
The monster womanAvoman vampire must be despised, spumed, isolated or even 
executed, so that her monstrosity and evil would not poison other angels in society. 
The woman vampire is not what men welcome with open arms--- although they find 
themselves drawn towards her…since she refuses to be their creature. Eventually, 
for the stability of society, if men cannot make an angel out of the monster woman, 
they get rid ofher; and that is precisely the fate of Carmilla or Mircalla, the Countess. 
After the General has identified Carmilla as Mircalla, he and Laura's father set off the 
next day to execute the Countess. They open the grave of the Countess, and find 
. . . t h e leaden coffin floated with blood, in which to a depth of 
seven inches, the body lay immersed. . . The body，therefore, in 
accordance with the ancient practice, was raised, and a sharp 
stake driven through the heart of the vampire, who uttered a 
piercing shriek at the moment, in all respects such as might 
escape from a living person in the last agony. Then the head 
was struck off, and a torrent of blood flowed from the severed 
neck. The body and head were next placed on a pile of wood, 
and reduced to ashes, which were thrown upon the river and 
bome away，and that territory has never since been plagued by 
the visits of a vampire. 
("Carmilla" 85) 
Indeed no vampire in Victorian literature is able to escape the stake through 
the heart, hi the classic vampire novel Dracula (1897) by Bram Stoker, Dracula 
himself, Lucy Westemra and three other women vampires are each hunted down and 
executed by the crew of light. The novel is undoubtedly very "Victorian", for the 
vampires, the evil blood drinkers and the symbol of sexual liberation, who threaten 
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the stability of society are destroyed in the end to preserve the good blood in the angel, 
Mina Harker. Interestingly, the theme of the angel versus the monster woman is 
dominant throughout Stoker's work: Mina the virtuous woman is frequently 
contrasted with Lucy the fallen angel. 
Subtle suggestions of Lucy being no conventional Victorian woman are in 
fact made quite early in the novel, long before she falls prey to Dracula and becomes a 
vampire. In a letter she writes to Mina, her close friend, she tells of her three suitors 
proposing to her on the same day, and she feels extremely bad for having to tum down 
two of the three nice gentlemen. She writes, "Why can't they let a girl marry three 
men, or as many as want her, and save all this trouble?" {Dracula 76) Yet she 
allows her sense of (ChristianA^ictorian) morality to govem her thoughts and actions, 
for she quickly corrects herself: "But this is heresy, and I must not say it." (ibid.) 
As the plot develops, it is Dracula, the instrument of sexual liberation, who sets free 
her repressed sexual desires. In vampirism, the taking and giving of blood is 
perceived as a metaphor of sexual intercourse. As Dr John Seward, one of the 
suitors whom Lucy has turned down, notes in his diary: 
Arthur [Lucy's fiance]. . .was speaking of his part in the 
operation where his blood had been transfused to Lucy's 
veins. . .Arthur was saying that he felt since then as if they two 
had been really married, and that she was his wife in the sight of 
God. 
(Dracula 209) 
Given the comparison between blood transfusion and sexual intercourse, Lucy's 
immense want of blood after Dracula's attacks symbolizes her incredible sexual 
appetite. The good doctor Van Helsing has precisely made note of Lucy's craving 
for blood: "She will die for sheer want ofblood to keep the heart's action as it should 
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be." (Dracula 147) In fact four men, Arthur, Seward, Quincey Morris (the third of 
Lucy's suitors) and Van Helsing, have given blood to Lucy while she is ill. Hence 
Lucy has symbolically had sexual intercourse with four men. 
While Lucy's lust is implied when she's still alive, her "wantonness" is 
explicitly depicted after she becomes a vampire. (Dracula 253) 
Lucy Westemra, but yet how changed. The sweetness was 
tumed to adamantine, heartless cruelty, and the purity to 
voluptuous and wantonness. . .Lucy's eyes in form and color, but 
Lucy's eye unclean and full of hell-fire, instead of the pure gentle 
orbs we know. 
{Dracula 252-3) 
When the four men confront her outside her tomb, she speaks boldly of her desire and 
tries to lure Arthur into her arms: "Come to me Arthur. Leave the others and come 
to me. My arms are hungry for you. Come, and we can rest together." (Dracula 
253) All of a sudden, the four men who have loved her so dearly revolt against her, 
for she has "changed". They find her so hideous that, literally, they are ready to kill 
her. Seward records in his diary, “at that moment the remnant of my love passed into 
hate and loathing; had she then to be killed, I could have done it with savage delight." 
(ibid.) As a matter of fact, in feminist/contemporary reading of the novel, Lucy has 
not changed at all; it is just that her long repressed sexual desires have been liberated. 
Yet as discussed, the Victorian society demands that the good woman be sexless so 
that society can depend upon her for properly socialized individuals. Being sexual 
and sensuous, Lucy, like Carmilla, has crossed the line, threatening the peace and 
harmony of society. The angel has fallen—if she cannot be brought back, then the 
monster woman she becomes must be subdued. The good doctor Van Helsing, an 
embodiment of order in society, finds a very "noble" excuse for executing Lucy: he 
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will put^a stake through her heart, cut off her head, fill her mouth with garlic so that 
she will be truly dead and as a result, her soul will be liberated from etemal damnation. 
Seward recalls that after the "mercy-bearing stake" is driven through Lucy's heart, 
.:.there in the coffin lay no longer the foul Thing that we had so 
dreaded and grown to hate that the work of her destruction was 
yielded as a privilege to the one best entitled to it, but Lucy as we 
had seen her in her life, with her face of unequalled sweetness. 
{Dracula 259) 
Finally the good men have got rid of the monster woman, restoring order and stability 
to society and at the same time, securing their inherited dominion. 
Despite the men's contempt for (women) vampires such as Lucy, they are 
after all held spellbound by their beauty and voluptuousness---the same "ambiguous 
feeling" which Laura in "Carmilla" has towards the lesbian vampire. Arthur, when 
lured by Lucy, "seem[s] under a spell; moving his hands from his face, he open[s: 
wide his arms." {Dracula 254) Whereas the righteous Van Helsing, during the 
execution of the women vampires in Dracula's castle, is moved by the scene before 
his eyes: 
She was so fair to look on, so radiantly beautiful, so exquisitely 
voluptuous, that the very instinct of man in me, which calls some 
of my sex to love and to protect one of hers, made my head whirl 
with new emotion.,, 
(Dracula 440) 
He "shudder[s] as though [he has] come to do murder." {Dracula 439) Yet he 
remembers his duty as the crew of light; the attraction he feels towards the monster 
woman is counteracted by his moral codes and his repulsion against her voluptuous 
beauty. The men's "ambiguous feeling" for the women vampires in Dracula leads 
us back to the "symbolic ambiguity" due to women's intermediate position between 
nature and culture in Ortner's thesis, which results in women being subject to a 
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misogynist double standard. 
The moral of the Victorian novel would not be complete without Mina as 
Lucy's foil： Lucy's "wantonness" sharply contrasts Mina's virtues and thus renders 
Mina all the more chaste and innocent. Van Helsing refers to her as the "pearl 
among women". (Dracula 261) After Dracula has fed from her and forced her to 
drink his blood, unlike Lucy, she still remains the virtuous angel. It goes in Seward's 
diary: 
. . . that sweet, sweet, good, good woman in all the radiant beauty 
her youth and animation, and with the red scar on her forehead of 
which she was conscious, and which we all saw with grinding 
teeth - remembering whence and how it came; her loving 
kindness against our grim hate; her tender faith against all our 
fears and doubting; and we, knowing that, so far as symbols went, 
she with all her goodness and purity and faith was outcast from 
God. 
(Dracula 367) 
Mina is only superficially unclean: although as in Lucy's case, “the characteristics of 
the vampire [is] coming in her face"---her teeth sharper and eyes harder, in truth, she 
is still the virtuous woman. (Dracula 384) There is no mentioning ofher want of 
blood or blood transfusion whatsoever. She remains a charming angel, helps the 
men in every way that a woman ought to---preparing meals, providing comfort and 
support when the men are dispirited, while they set out to preserve her goodness till 
the point of death. Being a truly good angel, Mina looks up to the men for protection, 
to save her from the curse of Dracula's blood. She puts her life completely in the 
hands of the men: “I know that all that brave earnest men can do for a poor weak 
woman, whose soul perhaps is lost - no, no, not yet, but is at any rate at stake — you 
will do." {Dracula 392) Eventually, as in “Carmilla”，the crew of light prevails 
and the angel is saved: "the snow is not more stainless than her forehead! The curse 
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has passed away!" (Dracula 448) Nevertheless, it is important to note that, to 
postmodern cultural critics, although "the curse has passed away", the fact that Mina's 
blood is mixed with Dracula's can never be undone: the good angel is saved, but she 
has a vampire's blood---lust and autonomy…inside her body. This ambiguity in the 
ending of Stoker's work opens the way for re-reading the Dracula myth as well as re-
visioning the good angel in the Victorian novel in contemporary vampire texts. 
The Postmodern Dracula 
All vampires, men and women, are doomed to the stake through the heart in 
"Carmilla" and Dracula. After all both texts are products of the Victorian era---a 
time when the individual's sexual desires are repressed to the utmost; and when 
women either live under the tyranny of men, or die. Nonetheless, interestingly 
enough, as late twentieth-century filmmakers, writers and cultural critics revisit the 
world of the Victorian vampires, they give us new insights into our fallen angels. 
One good example is Bram Stoker 's Dracula (1992), a film adaptation of the novel 
directed by Francis Ford Coppola. Perhaps Bram Stoker 's Dracula is more a 
retelling of the classic vampire novel than a film adaptation: if Stoker's novel, through 
the character Dracula, is a liberation of the repressed desires in the human psyche, 
Bram Stoker 's Dracula is "an attempt at liberating the psychological limits imposed 
on the psyche by the representations of culture." (Dika 1996: 397) The theme of 
the movie is love, instead of the preservation of goodness in the novel. Dracula in 
the movie is depicted more as a great lover than a blood-drinking fiend. His wife in 
his mortal years, thinking that he is dead, throws herself into the river and dies. The 
Prince then chooses to become a vampire, for he is determined to avenge God for 
condemning his beloved's soul, hi the nineteenth century, a picture of Mina which 
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Jonathan has carried with him to Dracula's castle, sets the Courit off on his joumey to 
London, for Mina is his Princess four hundred years ago. Certainly, the focus ofthis 
discussion is not on Dracula, but rather, the two leading female roles in the movie, 
Lucy and more importantly, Mina. As Vera Dika suggests, 
The central women in his [Coppola's] film, Lucy and Mina, are 
no longer merely victims. Instead they are sexually aggressive 
and desiring females in a way that has rarely been presented on 
film before. 
(ibid.: 393) 
In fact the two women are presented as sexually autonomous females shortly after the 
movie begins: Mina and Lucy are flipping through an erotic novel with illustrations of 
men and women having sexual intercourse when Mina, pointing at a picture, asks 
whether men and women can really do that; and Lucy replies playfully that she has 
done it in her dreams. It is also worthwhile to note the implication of homosexual 
love between Mina and Lucy in their exceptionally close relationship. Although the 
implied lesbian relationship between the two women is not central to the reading of 
Bram Stoker's Dracula in this chapter, their physical and spiritual intimacy serves the 
purpose of reinforcing the argument that they are (sexually) autonomous and desiring 
women instead of the passive victims they are depicted as in Stoker's novel. 
Lucy in the movie resembles Lucy in the novel, except that her 
unconventional ways (and thus the fall of the angel) are visualized. In the Coppola 
film adaptation, Lucy flirts around with her three suitors, saying flirtatious words to 
them and kissing them one after the other. The film adaptation is faithful to the 
blood transfusions, the confrontation outside Lucy's tomb and her demise in the 
novel. 
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P^ucy's] function within the fihn is to bring to its active surface, to 
make ahnost confrontational, what had been the thinly disguised 
but driving central force of the original novel, namely, the fear for 
female sexuaHty. 
(ibid.: 394) 
Nonetheless, it is Mina the angel who is an entirely different character in the movie. U 
Lucy is 'Vanton", then Mina in Coppola's adaptation isjust as 'Svanton". 
Mina is stiU the good angel in the novel when the movie begins. Yet after 
meeting Dracula in the streets ofLondon, she remembers bit by bit that he is her Prince 
four centuries ago. She meets up with Dracula while her fiance Jonathan Harker is 
stiU away in Transylvania; and their rendezvous are aU passionate and erotic scenes. 
When Harker | m i l l i m i l l H i m i l l l i m m i H l l l l l l i m 
from ^ 1 | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | H V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
Dracula's castle and asks her to ^ 1 ; ^ ^ ^ ^ K ^ V . ^ b ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | Hf^H^9u^^ l^ 
to Romania to be married to ^ Q ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g M | | ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
her immediately, Mina embarks on ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
joumey, leaving part of her H | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ O ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
London the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ H J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I 
Nevertheless, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H . . ^^^^m -^^m^^^^^|^^^^^M striking to the viewer who has ^ ^ ^ ^ K g ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j ^ ^ ^ m n i ^ m n i i ^ ^ ^ [ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i also read the novel is that Mma's Fi& 1.1 Dracwla and Mina kissing, Bram Stoker 's Dracuh 
vampire baptism is completely rewritten in the movie. Mina is left alone in a room in 
Seward's asylum while the men are destroying Dracula's earth boxes in the Count's 
house. Meanwhile, Dracula enters the room in the form of a mist; and when Mina 
awaks from her dreams and sees the mist transform into Dracula, the first words which 
escape her mouth are: ‘Tve been wahing for this." After a session of passionate 35 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Q i i i i i i i i i i i i n i ^ ^ ^ i Bii^flm^|^^^^^^ ^Bi^HHH^3H^Kr H^B|^| O M m Fig. 1.2 Mina's vampire baptism, Bram Stoker 's Dracula I H ^ I f ^ ^ m ^ mBKtB^m 
Fig. 1.3 Mina freeing Dracula from his curse, Bram Stoker 's Dracula 
While Coppola's fikn adaptation of the novel recognizes the angel's 
subjectivity and sexuaHty, the lesbian vampire short story "dracula retold" (1989) by 
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zana sets out to mock the angel and celebrate the woman vampire, zana, m her 
parody of the novel Dracula, has done away with the angel Mina altogether: lucy 
becomes the wife of jonathan harker. She marries harker because she thinks 
marriage is fun, 
after a month of marriage though, lucy was noticing that most of 
her days resembled each other closely, and that her adventures 
were limited to experimenting with recipes from her card file. 
(“dracula retold" 19) 
It is when lucy grows tired of playing "the Angel in the House" that ms. dracula 
becomes her neighbor. She is attracted to ms. dracula immediately. The two 
women “[talk] of cookies recipes, the neighborhood, the institution of marriage, and 
wimin banding together to smash the patriarchy." ("dracula retold" 19) lucy begins 
to shun kitchen duty after she develops a relationship with ms. dracula: a tum of the 
plot which is a witty reproval against misogyny on the part of the author. As the 
short story proceeds, jonathan invites ms. dracula to their house in hope of trapping 
and killing her. 
just as he comered her, dracula let out her best cat-in-heat cry. 
immediately the room filled with wimin wearing flowing purple 
gowns, as dracula greeted her sisters, jonathan gasped to see 
that lucy was now floating in lavender swirls instead of her 
patchwork hostess dress. 
(“dracula retold"21) 
Though impossible in the Victorian novel, jonathan is easily subdued by the vampire 
sisters in the late twentieth-century setting of the parody. After all, women have 
found a voice and a place in contemporary culture; as one of the sisters puts it, "now 
we've got our wimin's bars and even a few concerts. . . .’， ("dracula retold" 22) 
The angel has not only fallen, she is dead; and our contemporary feminist culture 
celebrates the fall and the death of the angel. 
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Conclusion ^ 
Ortner has shown in her essay “Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture" 
(1974) the reason why women are oppressed in various cultures: women are seen as 
closer to —nature, which is always considered inferior to culture, created and 
represented by men. Women's physiology, social roles and psyche are all seen as 
closer to nature, as a result they are very often associated with childcare as well as the 
socialization of young children and confined within the household. Ortner's thesis 
proves useful in our analysis ofthe ideal Victorian woman---"the Angel in the House". 
The sexless and selfless woman imprisoned in her house was glorified in the Victorian 
era because she was, and still is essential to the stability of society: women are solely 
responsible for the early socialization of individuals, shaping them into orthodox 
citizens. In short, if she falls, society falls. Therefore it is not surprising that 
Dracula, who liberates the sexual desires in woman, as well as Carmilla and Lucy, 
being fallen angels themselves, are all doomed to the stake through the heart and the 
mutilation of their bodies. They are simply too dangerous; their blood is poison that 
plagues society. "Carmilla" by J. Sheridan LeFanu and Dracula by Bram stoker both 
returns to the Victorian moral: light prevails over darkness. However, cultural 
products in the late twentieth century have taken us to a new realm of vampirism. In 
Bram Stoker 's Dracula, Francis Ford Coppola's film adaptation of the novel, the 
angel is given a choice, and she chooses to take the downward flight. Whereas in 
zana's "dracula retold", a parody of Dracula, the author has cleverly mocked "the 
Angel in the House" with the fall/death of the obedient wife and virtuous mother. 
This change in contemporary vampire culture is of great value to feminists, for 
symbolically, the monster woman has found a voice, and a site ofresistance. 
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Chapter Two 
The Girl Vampire: The Resistant Female Body 
The Male Gaze 
Laura Mulvey, in "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema" (1975), brings 
feminism and psychoanalytic theory together in her critique of the classical narrative 
cinema---the Hollywood cinema. To her, the Hollywood cinematic phenomenon 
"woman as image, man as bearer of the look" is essentially patriarchal. (Mulvey 
1992: 162) Her theory of the male gaze/spectatorship has aroused sympathy among 
feminist filmAnedia critics. Other second wave feminist film critics like Mary Ann 
Doane echo Mulvey's argument that female viewing pleasure, if any, must be 
negative and masochistic in nature. Nevertheless, Mulvey's theory marks the 
beginning of debates among feminist film critics. Postfeminist media critics are 
aware of the patriarchal unconscious in Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalytic 
theories and consider the underlying male/female binary problematic. They are 
convinced of the possibility of positive and multiple female viewing pleasures, and 
that is different women will experience different pleasures when viewing the same 
text. Despite third wave feminists' claim that Mulvey's (1975) work is pre-
postfeminist, it is after all groundbreaking, not to mention some of the postfeminist 
theories are in fact re-visions of Mulvey's work. Therefore I have chosen "Visual 
Pleasure and Narrative Cinema" as a starting point. 
The magic of the Hollywood style at its best (and of all the 
cinema which fell within its sphere of influence) arose, not 
exclusively, but in one important aspect, from its skilled and 
satisfying manipulation of visual pleasure. Unchallenged, 
mainstream film coded the erotic into the language of the 
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dominant patriarchal order. 
(Mulvey 1992: 160) 
To Mulvey, the Hollywood mainstream film industry is essentially male centered---
the films are made for a male audience; the story line is dominated by the male 
protagonist(s); the looks within and without the film are male; and most importantly 
the visual pleasure is unmistakably androcentric. She regards "the destruction of 
pleasure as a radical weapon": through analyzing pleasure and hence destroying it, the 
patriarchal order in the Hollywood cinema is challenged, (ibid.: 159) 
Mulvey, to begin with, discusses two different types of visual pleasure. 
The first one is the Freudian concept of scopophilia, namely the pleasure in looking. 
According to Freud, scopophilia is "taking other people as objects, subjecting them to 
a controlling and curious gaze" and is “one of the component instincts of sexuality." 
(ibid.: 160) Although the instinct is later regulated by the ego, "it continues to exist 
as the erotic basis for pleasure in looking at another person as object." (ibid.) 
Mulvey goes on to argue that in extreme cases, the instinct leads to obsessive 
voyeurism---Peeping Toms. She then establishes the cinema as a site for voyeurism. 
. . . t h e mass of mainstream film, and the conventions within 
which it has consciously evolved, portray a hermetically sealed 
world which unwinds magically, indifferent to the presence of 
the audience, producing for them a sense of separation and 
playing on their voyeuristic fantasy. Moreover the extreme 
contrast between the darkness in the auditorium (which isolates 
the spectators from one another) and the shifting patterns of light 
and shade on the screen helps to promote the illusion of 
voyeuristic separation. 
(ibid.: 161) 
Here, the film Interview with the Vampire (1994), with its text within text, 
namely the Theatre des Vampires, is an interesting illustration of the cinema(/theater) 
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as a site for voyeurism and identification^ since there are two distinct sets of 
voyeuristic and narcissistic viewing pleasures---that of the (male) theater audience as 
well as the (male) cinematic audience-—at work simultaneously.^ In the text within 
text episode, Louis and Claudia are invited to the Theatre des Vampires in Paris, 
where a group of vampires put on a show for a human audience. Of course there are 
inherent differences between the cinema and the stage, nonetheless in the context of 
Interview, there are similarities between the two sites adequate to facilitate voyeurism. 
To begin with, the auditorium of the theater, like the movie house, is dark, which 
intensifies the "mystery of the lighted world" on stage(/screen). {Interview 217) 
Further, although in general the director of the theater, unlike her counterpart of the 
cinema, does not have that much power to dictate the look7gaze of the audience, in 
this particular text within text, when Armand strips the girl on stage, most (if not all) 
of the theater audience's look is determined naturally by the scene, making up for the 
theater director's relative lack of control. In short, I would argue most of the 
audience's look falls on the naked girl and (perhaps less frequently) on her captor. 
As far as the Theatre des Vampires is concerned, the audience is situated in (almost) 
utter darkness which provides them with a comfortable environment (and distance) to 
gaze. As Louis describes to the boy during his interview, 
And slowly he drew the string from the loose gathers of her 
blouse. The cheap fabric opened, the sleeves slipping off her 
narrow pink shoulders; and she clasped it, only to have him take 
her wrist and thrust them sharply away. The audience seems to 
‘The cinema/theater as a site of identification will be discussed later on in the chapter. 
2 In this chapter, I have focused on the film adaptation because the film, when compared to the novel, 
seems to me as a richer text for analysis of spectatorial pleasures and viewer response. In the novel's 
text within text, the emphasis, as far as I am concerned, is more on the philosophical questions—life 
and death in this case— Rice sets out to address in her work; whereas in the film, as the erotic scene on 
stage as well as Louis' and Claudia's viewer response are visualized, the impact of spectatorial 
pleasures on the (feminist) audience is apparently greater than that of the philosophical questions. 
Nevertheless, I have drawn evidences from the text within text in the novel when it offers precise 
descriptions ofLouis' and Claudia's viewer response. 
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sigh in a body, the women behind their opera glasses, the men 
leaning forward in their chairs. 
{Interview 221) 
In the film adaptation, men and women in the theater audience are virtually captured 
leaning forward to have a better look. Whereas in the cinematic (con)text, the 
audience's look/gaze is manipulated by the camera shifting between the girl, Armand, 
Louis, (and to a lesser extent) Claudia and the theater audience. Undoubtedly the 
Theatre des Vampires scene fits the model of Mulvey's narrative cinema perfectly--_ 
the darkness, the distance and the shifting of the look are all present: as with a 
cinematic text, the theater audience finds the perfect site to gaze, discreetly, at the 
(naked) body of another human being, in this and most cases in mainstream media, a 
woman. 
The second visual pleasure Mulvey discusses is the narcissistic aspect of 
scopophilia, which is crucial to the argument in this chapter. In her discussion, 
Mulvey draws on Lacan's mirror stage, "when a child recognizes its own image in the 
mirror", a process "crucial for the constitution of the ego." (Mulvey 1992: 161) 
She argues that a similar situation takes place in the cinema, where the screen replaces 
the mirror. 
. . . i t is the birth of the long love affair/despair between image 
and self-image which has found such intensity of expression in 
film and such joyous recognition in the cinema audience. . . the 
cinema has structures of fascination strong enough to allow 
temporary loss ofego while simultaneously reinforcing it. 
(ibid.) 
In simplest terms, this second visual pleasure comes from the fact that the (male) 
cinema audience forgets the so-called real world and identifies with (the male) 
characters—their ego ideals—on the screen. It is important to note that in Lacanian 
psychoanalysis, the ego is constituted through alienation, through the child identifying 
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“with an image of itself that is always also the image of another." (Grosz 1990: 40) 
As Lacan himself writes, 
I am led, therefore, to regard the function of the mirror-stage as a 
particular case of the function of the imago, which is to establish 
a relation between the organism and its reality.... 
In man, however, this relation to nature is altered by a 
certain dehiscence at the heart of the organism, a primordial 
Discord betrayed by the signs of uneasiness and motor unco-
ordination of the neo-natal months 
(1977: 4) 
The whole and autonomous image in the mirror contrasts the child's fragmented body 
and becomes the child's ego ideal, the Other, what it will never become. 
If we go back to the Theatre des Vampires, we can see Louis experiencing 
this second visual pleasure in the dark theater auditorium. As captured and 
described more vividly in the book than in the film adaptation, “I could feel her skin, 
feel the small pointed breast, feel my arms caressing her. . . I was sitting back in my 
chair, my mouth full of the taste of her. . . .，’ (Interview 223-5) Louis identifies 
with the image (Armand) on stage and imagines himself feeling and touching the girl. 
(Fig. 2.1) Armand is his ego ideal. When he sees Armand luring the girl, he sees a 
vampire like himself, but at the same time, he recognizes a vampire unlike himself, 
who has given himself away to the temptation to seduce and prey—one he has been 
trying all his immortal life to resist as "he cannot discard his human moral 
sensibilities. • . .” (Tomc 1997: 103) Like the child in front of the mirror, he 
experiences the tension between his ego ideal on stage and the realization that it is a 
misconstructed image (of himself). Yet as Mulvey argues, the magic of the 
cinema(/theater) allows "temporary loss of ego. . .[and] the sense of forgetting the 
world as the ego has come to perceive it (I forgot who I am and where I was)... ’， 
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(1992: 161-2) Thus it is possible for Louis to leave behind his moral codes for a 
while, identify with Armand on stage and savor the girl in his imagination. 
Nonetheless as soon as the performance is over, when the magic spell is gone，Louis 
is back in -^he world [that his] ego has come to perceive" and the first word that 
escapes his mouth in the film adaptation is "monstrous". (Mulvey 1992: 161) 
Undoubtedly the same magic works for the (male) cinema audience, only they do not 
identify with Armand in such a Hteral and personal way as Louis does. Besides，as 
the camera shifts from Armand to Louis sitting back in his chair, the (male) cinema 
audience is constructed not only to identify with Armand the captor，but also Louis 
the viewer, who is enjoying the delicious sexuality of the girl. Hence, the 
narcissistic viewing pleasure for the (male) cinema audience is twofold, making the 
text within text in Interview excq>tionaUy rich for feminist film analysis. 
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Although Mulvey has convincingly elucidated the visual pleasure in the 
Hollywood cinema, it is important to note that a lot of postfeminist cultural critics 
have expressed regret about the implicit assumption in her groundbreaking work that 
the gaze of-the cinema audience is inherently male. The assumption which subverts 
the look of the woman surfaces through one other argument in her essay crucial to this 
discussion---her theory of the male gaze: "The determining male gaze projects its 
fantasy onto the female figure, which is styled accordingly.” （ibid.: 162) The 
woman in mainstream cinema is objectified---she is something erotic to gaze at. 
Traditionally, the woman displayed has functioned on two levels: 
as erotic object for the characters within the screen story, and as 
erotic object for the spectator within the auditorium, with a 
shifting tension between the looks on either side of the screen. 
(ibid.: 163) 
Hence the woman is passively looked at while the man actively looks. What is 
more, 
[a]n active/passive heterosexual division of labor has similarly 
controlled narrative structure. According to the principles of 
the ruling ideology and the psychical structures that backed it up, 
the male figure cannot bear the burden of sexual objectification. 
Man is reluctant to gaze at his exhibitionist like. 
(ibid.) 
As far as Mulvey is concerned, female viewing pleasure is impossible in the 
mainstream cinema as the traditional passive role of woman confines her to her 
"exhibitionist role", (ibid.: 162) Even if the female audience experiences pleasure 
in viewing the text, the pleasure is negative and masochistic, since to obtain pleasure 
from voyeuristic and fetishistic (a concept in Mulvey's essay which we have not 
drawn on in this discussion) viewing is just a reversal of the subject/object binary and 
hence reinforces the patriarchal order. 
Another feminist theorist, Mary Ann Doane (1982), sympathizes with 
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Mulvey that female viewing pleasure is unquestionably negative and masochistic in 
nature. Nevertheless her emphasis is different from Mulvey's. 
She maintains "that in cinematic theory there is a certain distance 
which needs to be maintained between film and spectator" 
(Mahoney 1994: 69). This distance also needs to be established 
to assume a voyeuristic or fetishistic position. 
(Brooks 1997: 171) 
Yet, in psychoanalytic theories, "female specificity is characterized by proximity, 
thus] women lack the capacity to establish a voyeuristic position." (ibid.) 
Given this position, Doane argues that the only possibilities for 
female spectatorial pleasure are firstly masochistic, resulting 
from an over-identification with the image or narcissistic 
resulting from becoming the object of one's own desire. 
(ibid.) 
In short, the female audience either believes that she can indeed become her ego ideal 
on the movie screen (i.e. over-identification) and feels defeated when she realizes that 
it is an othemess she can never achieve; or she takes up the voyeuristic/fetishistic 
position of the male spectator and becomes obsessed with the "perverse" pleasure of 
gazing at a woman's body—her own body. 
"When the Woman Looks，，� at a Woman 
As far as I am concerned, it is natural for a woman reading second wave 
feminist film(/media) criticisms to ponder on what happens when a woman looks at a 
woman. Is female spectatorial pleasure necessarily negative in nature? Are 
positive feminist resisting viewing pleasures possible after all? These are questions 
central to this chapter and I will draw on postfeminist media theories to discuss them 
with reference to Claudia as she sits in the auditorium of the Theatre des Vampires, 
3 Title ofWilliam, Linda's (1996) essay in Grant, B.K. (ed) The DreadofDifference: Gender andthe 
Horror Film (Texas Film Series), University of Texas Press. 
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and the female cinema audience as she gazes at the girl vampire in the movie house. 
In fact, apart from the Theatre des Vampires, there is another episode in the film 
Interview (which is absent in the novel) when Claudia gazes^ at a woman's body, 
which takes place before the theater scene. Lestat, Louis and Claudia are walking 
along the streets of New Orleans one evening when Claudia stops in front of a 
window. When Lestat and Louis join her after some time, they find her gazing at a 
naked Creole woman. According to Lacanian psychoanalysis, othemess is crucial 
not only to the formation of the ego in the mirror stage, it is also inherently important 
to the ego's identity afterwards. As Elizabeth Grosz remarks, 
Its [the ego's] identity is thus always incomplete, dependent on 
the other. The other is thus not simply an external independent 
other, but the internal condition of identity, the core of the self. 
(1990: 50) 
When Claudia sets her eyes on the "perfect" specular image in front of her, being a 
hopelessly undersized woman, she is stunned for a moment by the awareness of her 
"defect". Like Louis, she is torn between her ego ideal and the recognition of the 
image as misconstructed, yet due to the inability to establish a voyeuristic position as 
suggested by Doane, her (fe)male gaze results in her over-identification with the 
image. When Lestat asks her if she wants the woman, she says, “I want to be her." 
{Interview, the film) The next scene reveals her making a nude sketch of a woman 
in her room when Lestat enters and gives her a doll. Later on in the scene, Lestat 
and Louis discover that she has been keeping the corpse of a woman in her bed. 
When asked by Louis why she does that, she screams at the two men vampires, “ I 
wanted her. I wanted to be her. . .Do you want me to be a doll forever?" {Interview, 
the film) As far as this particular (fe)male gaze is concerned, Claudia's spectatorial 
4 The theory ofthe male gaze is often taken outside the cinema into a larger cultural context to account 
for the (male-centered) look which women, in general, are subject to. 
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pleasure is undoubtedly masochistic, since her over-identification with the Creole 
woman results in her frustration when she realizes that her ego ideal is "a beautiful 
woman with endowments [she will] never possess." {Interview 132) As Kaja 
Silverman remarks, female masochism threatens “its victim's capacities and health." 
(Cited in Hodges & Doane 1991: 162) 
As for the theater scene, it seems over-generalizing to draw the same 
conclusion that Claudia's spectatorial pleasure is masochistic, for her viewer response 
when compared to the New Orleans sidewalk scene is more ambiguous. One might 
even venture to claim that there is no evidence whatsoever of her capacities and self-
esteem suffering as a result of the viewing. In the film, she fixes her gaze on the 
womanMrmand, her countenance contemplative; one cannot really tell whether it is 
disgust, fear or frustration on her mind. Whereas in the novel, "she sit[s] still, as if 
enrapt[,]" and at some point "a soft laughter come[s] from her." {Interview 219 & 
221) Why she laughs is an enigma which allows for a number of interpretations. 
One possibility suggested by Hodges and Doane is that 
This vignette seems to encourage identification with both the 
woman and the man. On the one hand it warns the girl vampire, 
Claudia, of the dangers of growing up female. Yet an 
identification between Claudia and the female victim cannot 
perhaps be called masochistic since what she is shown is not a 
woman achieving a desired and perverse pleasure but a woman 
suffering the imposition of male power. 
(1991: 162) 
Though not masochistic, the nature of Hodges and Doane's account of Claudia's 
spectatorial pleasure is after all negative. Nonetheless, according to postfeminist 
media critics, it is possible for Claudia in the auditorium and the female audience in 
the movie house to experience a variety of feminist spectatorial pleasures not 
accounted for in second wave feminist media theories. 
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Mulvey and Doane's psychoanalytic film theories discussed earlier on are 
considered pre-postfeminist by third wave feminists due to their uncritical use of 
language and concepts which reinforces binary opposition. To start with, the term 
"female spectatorship" itself is seen as problematic. 
Gledhill (1988: 67) contends that "Female spectatorship elides 
conceptually distinct notions: the 'feminine spectator \ 
constructed by the text, and the female audience, constructed by 
the socio-historical categories of gender, class, race and so on." 
(Brooks 1997: 180; my emphasis) 
Echoed by Star (1992), it is important to distinguish between "the viewer constructed 
by the text" and "the female audience as socio-historically situated, according to race, 
class, sexual preference. . . .，， (Cited in Brooks 1997: 185-6) Besides, "one of the 
criticisms of psychoanalytic film theory. . .is the implicit assumption within 
psychoanalysis that media texts contain univocal meanings." (Brooks 1997: 174) 
Postfeminisms favor the idea of pluralism and insist that the female experience or 
patriarchy is not a universal entity. Women from different cultures and time periods 
are naturally suppressed in different ways. Thus, seeing media text and female 
spectatorship as unilateral and universal is considered problematic and inadequate. 
What is more, given feminism's intersection with poststmcturalism, third 
wave feminist theorists are highly critical of binary oppositions. Underlying 
psychoanalysis are the modemist male/female, active/passive and subject/object 
binary oppositions. These opposing pairs result in the impossibility of a positive 
female viewing pleasure. Since psychoanalysis can only understand spectatorial 
pleasure in terms of the above binary oppositions, any female viewing pleasure is 
interpreted as a reinforcement of patriarchal order, either masochistic or narcissistic. 
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Consequently postfeminists propose looking at viewing pleasures from various 
perspectives and are convinced of the possibility of multiple viewing pleasures as well 
as viewing media text as a form of resistance against male domination. They 
. r .can look for clues to women's pleasure which are already 
present in existing forms even if this pleasure is currently placed 
atthe service of patriarchy. (Modliski 1988: 104) 
(ibid.: 177) 
Provided the multilateral nature of women's experience, women from different socio-
historical background have distinct "oppositional or 'resisting pleasure'" and different 
reactions to issues like sexism, racism, and homophobia in media texts, (ibid.: 185) 
For instance, 
Star argues there is a major difference between the pleasures 
available to feminists and non-feminists. Feminists can 
experience the multiple pleasures of "resisting pleasures". . .and 
"Resisting viewings" are the pleasures of viewing against the 
grain, that is in contradiction to the messages you are expected to 
receive from the text" (1992: 134). She maintains that feminists 
get pleasure from being critical, from "naming" behavior using 
the feminist theoretical repertoire.... 
(ibid.: 187) 
Obviously, it is possible for feminist viewers to experience pleasure through 
"the infantilized woman", Claudia (Fig. 2.2). (Hodges & Doane 1991: 160) As 
Hodges and Doane remark, the girl vampire Claudia is the monster in the novel/film: 
In place ofthe monstrous sexual appetites of Stoker's somewhat 
marginalized vampire women is the rage of a monstrous girl 
vampire against her infantilization and dependency in a world 
defined by the fathers. 
(ibid.) 
The girl vampire is Gilbert and Gubar's (1979) "madwoman in the attic". Her 
monstrosity, according to Gilbert and Gubar's account, lies in her rage, her reluctance 
to "let [her consciousness] be penetrated by the phallic probings of masculine 
thought." (Moi 1985: 58) Her resistance has intensified over the decades to such 
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an extent that she has to kill Lestat, her father, who is responsible for her 
infantilization. She ensnares him with two little boys whose blood is poisoned with 
absinthe and laudanum, and gashes his throat with a kitchen knife after he has fed on 
one of the boys. It is justified, I would argue, to interpret Claudia's attempt to kill 
Lestat in the midst of his homoerotic ecstasy as her subversion against the world of 
the father since, as Hodges and Doane argue, ". . .male homoerotic desire [is seen as] 
an obstacle to women's desire for power---the homoerotic relation between men 
supports homosocial bonds that make women into objects of exchange. . . ." (1991: 
161) Unfortunately, as in mainstream Gothic fiction/horror movies, the monster 
woman in Interview is rejected to counteract the disturbance she has caused in the 
reader/audience: in the end Claudia is left to burn under the sun, "whose death leads 
to the reestablishment of homosocial bonds between men." (ibid.: 159-160) 
Nonetheless, instead of rejecting the girl vampire as the feminine spectator is 
constructed to, the feminist audience obtains resisting pleasure from recognizing what 
Claudia symbolizes in a male dominated middle-class white culture. "Claudia is a 
metaphor of the social pressures that trap many women in roles that hinder the full 
exercise of their female potential." (Ramsland 1995: 47) In fact, she is not simply 
a metaphor; she is an embodiment visualizing the social pressures, making them real. 
When the male vampire couple, Lestat and Louis, "create" 
Claudia she is five years old and presumably just ready for 
female subjectivity, to turn away from the mother toward the 
father who becomes all things, father and mother . . .Rice sees 
the oedipal moment as beginning with the father's embrace of 
the girl child in a patriarchal order that . . .restricts her 
possibilities for development.... 
(Hodges & Doane 1991: 160) 
The fact that Claudia's physical development is forever inhibited at the age of five 
bears a grave significance, since following the argument that she is a symbol of the 
constraints imposed upon women by a misogynist society, those very constraints are 
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materialized in her "hopeless" size and shape. Over her immortal years, her mental 
capacities develop continuously: she learns to “[read] Boethius, Aristotle, and 
sophisticated poetry, and can play Mozart by ear, yet still they [Lestat and Louis] 
dress her,- comb her hair, and buy her pretty things." (Ramsland 1995: 69) Since 
she looks like a doll, Lestat and Louis treat her like a doll, even though “. . .more and 
more her doll-like face seem[s] to possess two totally aware adult eyes, and innocence 
seem[s] lost somewhere with neglected toys and the loss of a certain patience." 
{Interview 102) As Rice herself puts it, “I saw Claudia as a woman in a child's 
body." (Cited in Ramsland 1995: 47) Besides, it is Claudia's infantilization that 
has made her dependent (on man) and restricted her abilities in various ways. In fact 
when she foresees that Louis will leave her for Armand and wants to have the doll-
maker Madeleine as her companion so that "[Madeleine] can care for [her], complete 
the guise [she] must have to live，’，she has to beg Louis, her father, to give Madeleine 
to her because she does not have the strength. {Interview 265) Claudia reminds the 
feminist audience of the oppressed woman in a middle class (perhaps more so in a 
nineteenth-century white) society: her wits and sophistication—specifically what are 
within her---are not important, for she is doomed by the patriarchal order to be an 
innocent, simple-minded and dependent creature who needs men's guidance, support 
and protection to survive. 
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Fig. 2.2 The girl vampire Claudia, Interview with the Vampire 
Indeed，there is another possible resisting viewing pleasure (resulting from 
Claudia) apart from the one discussed above. As exemplified, it is unmistakably true 
that Claudia's infantilization embodies the constraints imposed upon woman by a 
middle class white (patriarchd) society, and drawing on Gilbert and Gubar's account 
of the madwoman, Claudia is monstrous because of her refusal to submit to the 
patemal. Nevertheless according to Judith Butler's discussion of the sex/gender 
distinction and constructivism, her monstrosity arises from her being an abjection: 
Such attributions or interpellations contribute to that field of dis ourse and powe that orchestrates deUmits and sustains thatwhich qualifies as '�he uman". We se  this more clearly in the examples of tho e abjec d beings who do not appear properly gendered; it s their very humanes hat come  in qu stio .(1993: 8)As a woma  who e physical d velop e t h s eased ince th  ge offive, Claudia is one of '^hose abj cte  beings". Sh  do  not possess y of he econdary sexual characteristi s of he em l  ex t at would allow her t be “prop ly ge e ed". Jn 
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short, she is the ‘“outside，to what is constructed by discourse. . . ," (ibid.) In this 
case, the feminist audience acquires oppositional pleasure when they recognize the 
infantilization of the immortal woman as a reaction against domestic confinement and 
defiance against the male gaze. This is especially true to a female audience familiar 
with the radical feminist body politics in 1970s' America. As Sandra Tomc 
suggests, 
While perhaps startling to us today, it would have come as no 
surprise to anyone thinking about bodies in 1975 that Rice 
modeled the vampire's transformation [from the bestial Count 
Dracula to the chic vampires in Interview] on one of the most 
powerful narratives of gender metamorphosis available to 1970s 
culture: the story of successful dieting. With its promised 
dissolution of female secondary sex characteristics, the story of 
successful dieting forcefully projected an androgynous body, one 
whose challenge to traditional gender roles would lie in its 
exclusion of their physical signifiers. 
(1997: 97; my emphasis) 
She elaborates on her argument using the Virginia Slims model as illustration: "Long-
legged, flat, and hipless, the Virginia Slims woman had been unburdened of her 
woman's body---and, concomitantly, ofher domestic chores." (ibid.) 
According to Tomc, the reason why Rice's vampire heroes in Interview are 
all male, and the only significant female vampire in the novel is a "hopeless" woman 
trapped in the body of a little girl, is that by doing away with adult female sexuality^ 
and hence women's reproductive function, Rice sets out to react against the social 
roles prescribed to woman in a misogynist culture (or to avoid looking at patriarchy as 
a univocal phenomenon, the American culture). As suggested in Chapter One, 
5 It is certainly true that there are examples of adult female sexuality in Interview (novel and film). 
Nonetheless, sexually mature women are all depicted as hopeless victims: the two voluptuous 
prostitutes in New Orleans (in the movie) fall prey to Lestat, while the doll maker Madeleine is 
destroyed shortly after she is made a vampire. 
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women's confinement within the domestic domain largely results from her 
reproductive function; and very often, as far as dieting is considered a reaction against 
patriarchy in 1970s' America, women's breasts and hips (especially when they are 
large) are associated with maternity. It is therefore justified to interpret the 
eradication of adult female sexuality in Claudia's sexlessness (and the men vampires' 
androgyny to a lesser extent) as women's symbolic liberation from the role of the 
carer and nurturer. Claudia's figure is ideal for the radical dieting discourse in the 
70s since it is free from all external "markers of sexual and reproductive difference". 
(Tomc 1997: 98) As a matter of fact she is free, to a certain extent, from the internal 
markers as well, since ovulation has not started when she is trapped in her little-girlish 
frame; unquestionably what follows is that she will never have the ability to procreate. 
"The infantilized woman" is exempted from domestic confinement for she is not 
"gifted" with the physiology of a woman. What is more, not possessing the 
"endowments" that make her an erotic object to gaze at frees her from the male gaze 
at the same time. This is in truth one probable reason for Claudia's "soft laughter" 
during the performance at the Theatre des Vampires: she sees herself empowered by 
her infantilization. 
The Postmodern Female Body 
It hardly escapes one's attention that disavowing femininity is very much a 
second wave radical feminist agenda that has been revised by postfeminists, who 
favor an embrace of the female body. As Susan Bordo (1993) remarks, 
• . .the truly resistant female body is, not the body that wages war 
on feminine sexualization, and objectification, but the body that, 
as Cathy Schwichtenberg has put it, "uses simulation 
strategically in ways that challenge the stable notion of gender as 
the edifice of sexual difference... ，’ 
(1996: 50) 
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Following the rejection of "feminine sexualization" that is continuously re-defined by 
man is the inevitable demise of women's capacities. It is crucial to note that the 
ideal female body is never an invariable component in the oppression of women: 
"While the slender body is the current cultural ideal, the voluptuous female body is a 
cultural form, too (as are all bodies), and was a coercive ideal in the fifties." (ibid.: 
52) Thus during the 70s when radical dieting played a significant role in the 
women's movement, a slim body was considered a symbolic rejection of the a female 
sexuality constructed by a patriarchal (white) culture. Yet as the slim body replaces 
the round as the ideal "feminine sexualization" in the 80s and 90s, should 
contemporary feminists all gain weight in order to react against it? Women's 
capacities and autonomy only suffer if an enormous amount of time and energy is 
devoted to dieting and weight gaining as forms of resistance against a forever 
changing misogynist "cultural ideal". The solution postfeminist body politics has 
come up with is to defy the male gaze instead of rejecting it, and to take the female 
body and female sexuality as the very site of resistance against misogynist art/media 
culture(s). Bordo has echoed the argument with reference to Madonna (in the 80s) 
who has been celebrated as "the Postmodern Heroine": 
Madonna's resistance has been interpreted along "body as 
battleground" lines, as deriving from her refusal to allow herself 
to be constructed as a passive object of patriarchal desire. 
Madonna demonstrates the possibility of a female 
heterosexuality that was independent of patriarchal control, a 
sexuality that defied rather then rejected the male gaze, teasing it 
with her own gaze, deliberately trashy and vulgar... . 
(1996: 50-l;my emphasis) 
With the cone-shaped, metallic cups ofher bra tops, she has invited, in fact welcomed, 
the male gaze and defied it altogether by displacing the softness and gentleness ofthe 
ideal female body defined by man. Indeed it is sound to bring forward the same 
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argument regarding Claudia. Obviously as a miniature woman she is a long way 
from the ideal female body, nonetheless she is erotic and attracts the gaze of (some if 
not all) men. Yet the temptation to look at her is irresistible in an oppositional way: 
she defies the male gaze by displacing scopophilia with a perverse sexuality, 
pedophilia. Notwithstanding the debate second wave and third wave feminists may 
have about whether or not to celebrate female sexuality, the refusal to be female in the 
dieting discourse of second wave American feminism could after all be beneficial to 
(third wave) feminist media criticisms. As Butler puts it, 
Indeed it may be precisely through practice which underscore 
disidentiflcation with those regulatory norms by which sexual 
difference is materialized that both feminist and queer politics 
are mobilized. Such collective disidentification can facilitate a 
reconceptualization of which bodies matter, and which bodies are 
yet to emerge as critical matters of concern. 
(1993:4) 
The "disidentification" with existing stories in art and the media of what a female 
body should be like is a powerful weapon allowing woman to deconstruct the 
paternalistic assumptions in art/media culture(s) before constructing positive and 
defiant representations of the female body and female subjectivity in various cultural 
forms. 
Conclusion 
Anne Rice's Interview with the Vampire (film and novel) proves to be an 
exciting text for feminist media analysis: with its text within text it has confirmed the 
arguments brought forward by second wave feminist film critics like Mulvey and 
Doane; whereas with the girl vampire, it has opened up a number of possibilities for 
re-reading from a postfeminist perspective. In this chapter, I have attempted to 
illustrate with reference to Louis in the Theatre des Vampires (and to a lesser extent 
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the male cinema audience) that the cinema(/theater) is an ideal site for voyeurism and 
identification, and that the female characters on the screen(/stage) are subjected to a 
patronizing male gaze. Through the discussion on Claudia---the girl vampire and 
"the infantilized woman"---the possibility of positive feminist resisting viewing 
pleasures is sufficiently grounded. As postfeminisms stress plurality, (post)feminist 
oppositional viewing pleasures are never unilateral. In fact two different resisting 
viewing pleasures arising from Claudia's infantilization have been considered in this 
discussion. One form of resisting viewing pleasure comes from the recognition, on 
the part of the feminist audience, of Claudia as an embodiment of women's 
limitations in a nineteenth-century middle class white society; while the other stems 
from the realization that Claudia's sexlessness is in truth an empowerment, freeing 
her from domestic confinement and the male gaze. The girl vampire is celebratory 
because, apart from being an embodiment of women's frustrations in a misogynist 
society, more importantly, she represents the promising possibility of securing a 
representation of the female body and achieving a female subjectivity not determined 
by phallocentrism. She has rejected the (middle class white) paternalistic and defied 
the scopophilic. In other words, Claudia's body serves Q30st)feminism well as an 
initial site ofresistance since she renders it possible for (post)feminist media critics to 
deconstruct the patriarchal unconscious before re-constructing a positive 
representation of the female body and female subjectivity. 
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Chapter Three 
The Lesbian Vampire: The Female Desire 
The Lacanian Phallus 
As cited in the previous chapter, in Lacan's influential lecture "the Mirror 
Stage as Formative of the Function of the I as Revealed in Psychoanalytic 
Experience" (1949), the ego is constituted through the child recognizing its own 
fragmented body when confronted with the whole and autonomous specular image (of 
itself and simultaneously of another) in the mirror. In other words, it is through the 
recognition of lack that the ego is formed. In a later paper, "the Signification of the 
phallus" (1958), Lacan establishes the phallus as "the privileged signifier" which fills 
the lack inherent in one's ego and at the same time determines all sexual relations. 
The Lacanian phallus has aroused debates among feminists: Lacan's defenders argue 
that he only sets out to describe and explain patriarchal sexual relations without 
actually taking part in phallocentrism; while his critics are aware of the patriarchal 
assumptions in his works, especially "the Signification of the Phallus" which includes 
female sexuality and rejects it all at once. Undoubtedly Lacan's works deserve 
credit as far as understanding sexual difference and (hetero)sexual relations are 
concerned, yet it is important that (lesbian) feminist critics go beyond that 
understanding and work towards a displacement of and defiance against "the 
hegemonic symbolic of (heterosexual) sexual difference". (Butler 1993: 91) 
Before the mirror stage, the child exists in total unity with the (m)other and 
cannot distinguish between itself and the environment. From all it knows, its 
(m)other is always with it; the two are one. It is during the mirror stage when the 
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child sees itself alone in the mirror that it becomes aware of the (m)other's absence, 
the fact that the (m)other is not within its control. As Elizabeth Grosz puts it, 
The child's recognition of absence is the pivotal moment around 
which the mirror stage revolves. The child is propelled into its 
identificatory relations by the first acknowledgement of lack or 
loss. Only at this moment does it become capable of 
distinguishing itself from the "outside" world, and thus of 
locating itself in the world. . .From this time on, lack, gap, 
splitting will be its mode of being. It will attempt to fill its 
(impossible, unfillable) lack. 
(1990: 34-5) 
Later on in the oedipal stage, the lack is specified. It is the mother's actual lack of a 
penis and the (male) child's possible lack, namely the threat of castration, that will 
lead to the primal repression and hence the (male) child's entry into the symbolic 
order. As for the female child, it is the acknowledgement and acceptance of the lack 
(of a penis) that preconditions her embrace of the Law of the Father. This lack is 
going to haunt the individual for the rest of his/her life and defines sexual difference. 
Lacan has even associated the penis with the phallus, "the privileged signifier", 
denying woman a positive self-definition. 
The [mis]appropriation of the penis by the phallus is delineated 
step-by-step in the relations between, need, demand and 
desire. . .The penis is removed from its merely anatomical and 
functional role within ("natural") need, (where its organic role 
for the little boy lies in urination for the first instance, and 
insemination, in the second), to the role of the object, the objet a, 
in a circuit of demand addressed to the (m)other. It is then 
capable oftaking on the symbolic role of the signifier at the level 
of desire, and object of unconscious fantasy. 
(ibid.: 116) 
In short, in order to be symbolized by the phallus, the penis ceases to be a biological 
organ in the real and imaginary order and becomes merely an object ofsignification in 
the symbolic order. The association between the penis and the phallus, needless to 
say, is called into question by a lot of feminist critics, since as long as the association 
is considered justified, woman (and her sexuality) will always be passively and 
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negatively defined as castrated and lacking with respect to man's having. 
What is more, according to Lacan, the phallus is what men and women 
attempt to fill the lack with in sexual relations. As Grosz argues in her discussion on 
Lacan: 
Because of its erectile form and 'preference' for penetration, the 
phallus serves to 'filV the lack. This function can only be 
'performed' in so far as the phallus can also be regarded, in 
addition to being the sign of sexual difference, as the signifier of 
the other's desire. 
(ibid.: 117-118; my emphasis) 
In fact, as far as Lacan is concerned, the phallus is the desire of the Other. 
If the desire of the mother is the phallus, the child wishes to be 
the phallus in order to satisfy that desire. Thus the division 
immanent in desire is already to be experienced in the desire of 
the Other, in that it is already opposed to the fact that the subject 
is content to present to the Other what in reality he may have that 
corresponds to this phallus, for what he has is worth no more 
than what he does not have, as far as his demand for love is 
concerned because that demand requires that he be the phallus. 
(Lacan 1977: 289) 
The man is regarded as having the phallus—the penis, the desire of the other while the 
woman is considered being the phallus. It is through (hetero)sexual relations 
(namely copulation) that the man confirmed his having the phallus while the whole of 
the woman's body becomes the phallus, what the other desires. Interestingly, it is 
also precisely through sexual intercourse that the man momentarily "lends" the 
phallusAiis penis to the woman while he, symbolically lacking the phallus, switches 
position with her. As Lacan himself puts it, 
Let us say that these relations will tum around a "to be" and a "to 
have", which, by referring to a signifier, the phallus, have the 
opposed effect, on the one hand, of giving reality to the subject 
in this signifier, and, on the other, of derealizing the relations to 
be signified. 
This is brought about by the intervention of a "to seem" 
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that replaces the “to have" in order to protect it on the one side, 
and to mask its lack in the other, and which has the effect of 
projecting in their entirety the ideal or typical manifestations of 
the behavior of each sex, including the act of copulation itself, 
into the comedy. 
(ibid.) 
As a result, the lack in the individuals is, at least for a moment, filled. 
Various feminist critics have cast doubts on the conflation of the penis and 
the phallus, largely because the phallus as a signifier betrays its own transferability. 
Lacan has drawn on the linguistics developed by de Saussure (1916) in his attempt to 
define the unconscious as composed of repressed signifiers. The phallus, of course, 
is one ofthem. As far as de Saussurian linguistics is concerned, 
The signifier is the material ^)honic, graphic component and the 
signified is the conceptual (meaningful) component. . .Neither 
the signifier or the signified have any positive identity. Each 
can only be defined in terms of what it is not. The signifier is 
that element of the sign that is not the signified... 
(Grosz 1990: 93) 
Thus the de Saussurian pure difference renders the conflation of the penis and the 
phallus problematic. 
As a signifier, no one has a privileged or unique relation to it, for 
it exists only by virtue of the entire signifying chain and an 
intersubjective, multi-subjective, symbolically regulated social 
order. It functions only through the Other and the other, and 
this makes clear its divergence from the male biological organ. 
(ibid.: 118) 
It is only through the desire of the other that the penis approximates the function of 
the phallus. Besides, "the signifier is active in giving meaning and value to the 
organ, i.e., in constituting it as an organ with particular attributes and values. The 
penis, in other words, does not have the sole right of alignment with the phallus." 
(ibid.: 119) Grosz maintains that "a series of substitute objects are also capable of 
taking on [the function of the phallus].，，(ibid.) 
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The Lesbian Phallus 
Grosz's argument is echoed by Judith Butler, who challenges the 
hegemonic conflation of the phallus and the penis in Bodies that Matter: On the 
discursive limits of "sex” (1993). She poses the question: "Are we to accept the 
priority of the phallus without questioning the narcissistic investment by which an 
organ, a body part, has been elevated/erected to the structuring and centering principle 
of the world?" (Butler 1993: 79) Like Grosz, she draws on de Saussure's theory of 
pure difference to argue that, 
The phallus symbolizes the penis; and insofar as it symbolizes 
the penis, retains the penis as that which it symbolizes, it is not 
the penis. To be the object of symbolization is precisely not to 
be that which symbolizes. To the extent that the phallus 
symbolizes the penis, it is not that which it symbolizes. The 
more symbolization occurs, the less ontological connection there 
is between symbol and symbolized. 
(ibid.: 83-4) 
She goes on to argue that the phallus and the penis are tied together through 
"determinate negation." (ibid.: 84) 
If the phallus only signifies to the extent that it is not the penis, 
and the penis is qualified as that body part that it must not be, 
then the phallus is fundamentally dependent upon the penis in 
order to symbolize at all. . .And in that sense which the phallus 
requires the penis for its own constitution, a relation of identity 
holds between them. 
(ibid.) 
It is precisely this hegemonic relation that Butler set outs to challenge and displace in 
her work. She is critical of the assumptions that "the phallus requires that particular 
body part to symbolize" and that "it could not operate through symbolizing other 
body parts." (ibid.; my emphasis) She maintains that this displacement renders the 
lesbian phallus possible: 
• . .the displaceability of the phallus, its capacity to symbolize in 
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relation to other body parts or other body-like things, opens the 
way for the lesbian phallus, an otherwise contradictory 
formulation. And here it should be clear that the lesbian phallus 
crosses the orders of having and being., it both wields the threat 
of castration (which is in that sense a mode of "being" the 
phallus, as women "are") and suffers from castration anxiety 
(and so is said "to have" the phallus, and to fear its loss). 
(ibid.; my emphasis) 
As far as Butler is concerned, the significance of the lesbian phallus does 
not lie in the replacement of the penis with a new body part or body-like thing, but 
rather, its ability to disrupt the hegemony of the phallus/penis signification. The 
purpose of the lesbian phallus as a possible site of resistance is 
. . . t o promote an alternative imaginary to a hegemonic 
imaginary and to show, through that assertion, the ways in which 
the hegemonic imaginary constitutes itself through the 
naturalization of an exclusionary heterosexual morphology. 
(ibid.: 91) 
In other words, if the possibility of the lesbian phallus is grounded, the impregnability 
ofthe misogynist conflation of the penis and the phallus is challenged, because firstly, 
a whole lot of body parts or fetish objects (other than the penis) can approximate the 
function of the phallus in lesbian sexuality, and secondly, the lesbian phallus 
transcends the boundaries of being and having the phallus. Eventually this leads to 
the deprivileging of the penis and hence the displacement of a 
phallocentric/heterosexist definition of sexual difference. 
The next question we are faced with is, of course, what are the criteria for 
approximation of the phallus' function? If the phallus' “erectile form and 
'preference' for penetration" enable it to fill the lack in the ego, the penis 
approximates its flmction (momentarily during copulation) because of its erect state 
and its tendency to penetrate. (Grosz 1990: 117) Yet taken into account the de 
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Saussurian pure difference, the phallus as a signifier and the penis as its signified are 
not and can never be the same thing. What is more, since signs only have value in 
relation to the whole signifying chain, no signified has a privileged relation to the 
phallus as a signifier. It follows that other body parts and even fetish objects can 
approximate the function of the phallus to fill the lack as well as, or even better than, 
the penis. The lesbian phallus serves the purpose well since it not only deconstructs 
the misogynist symbolic of sexual difference, but also displaces the hegemonic site of 
desire---the penis. More importantly, the lesbian phallus as a possible site of desire 
is crucial not only to lesbians, as one may assume, but also to women in general, for it 
allows for an autonomous and positive representation of female sexuality---women 
say what women are like, instead of a passive and negative version centered on the 
penis (and the lack of it). 
As Butler suggests，the lesbian phallus signifies a number of body parts and 
body-like objects all at once. In lesbian sexuality, it can be the finger(s) or the 
tongue, which both have the ability to penetrate or, to fill the lack. Whereas in 
vampirism, the context of this thesis, it is the fangs (together with other body 
parts/objects, as I will illustrate later on in the chapter). The fangs, hard, erect and 
aggressive, are the instrument of penetration in mainstream vampire texts. Besides, 
as discussed in Chapter One, the taking and giving of blood in vampirism is often 
considered a metaphor of copulation. Therefore I would venture to claim that the 
fangs approximate the function of the phallus in vampirism. What happens then, in 
lesbian vampirism, when a woman vampire takes a female victim? (In Chapter One, 
I have attempted a reading of women vampires in general from a socio-
anthropological perspective: women vampires embody the reaction against strict 
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sexual repression and domestic confinement; whereas in this chapter, I will address 
the question from a psychoanalytic perspective with lesbian vampires as my focus.) 
The Lesbian Vampire 
Certainly one might argue that when a woman vampire sinks her fangs into 
another woman, when she takes a woman, she is only putting on a masquerade of 
male sexuality. Lesbian sexuality is more than often represented in terms of the 
(heterosexist) phallus, as a mime of male sexuality. Nonetheless it is precisely this 
"natural" association between male sexuality and aggressiveness along with 
autonomy that the lesbian phallus sets out to disrupt. As Andrea Weiss cites 
Christopher Craft (1984), 
Luring at first with an inviting orifice, a promise of red softness, 
but delivering instead a piercing bone, the vampire mouth fuses 
and confuses. . .the gender-based categories of the penetrating 
and the receptive.” 
(Weiss 1992: 91; my emphasis) 
If the fangs approximate the function of the (lesbian) phallus, then the lesbian vampire 
has the phallus since she has the desire of the other as well as the instrument of 
penetration that will fill the lack in the ego. Yet ironically, as far as Lacan's 
imaginary anatomy is concerned, she is after all "innately" castrated and lacking; in 
short, she is still the phallus. Considering Butler's theory of the lesbian phallus, it 
embodies the possibility of defying, but not rejecting, the Lacanian phallus, crossing 
the borders of having and being, and hence, sexual difference. 
Indeed lesbian vampire sexuality defies the Freudiany^Lacanian theory of 
sexual relations not only in terms of transgressing the boundaries of having and being 
the phallus, but it also displaces the site of desire, namely the site of penetration. 
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According to Lacan, the lack in the ego is filled during the "comedy of copulation" as 
the woman borrows the man's phallus while the man affirms his having the phallus. 
In other words, Lacan's theory demands that the site of desire be the penis (and the 
vagina). — Yet in vampirism, penetration can occur anywhere on the victim's body as 
along as there is flesh (and blood). Needless to say, the most common site of 
penetration is the throat; yet it can also be the breast, the wrist, or even the clitoris---a 
dominant site of the dark kiss in lesbian vampire texts. The significance of this 
displacement, as far as I am concerned, is that it allows for a representation of 
female/lesbian sexuality free from phallocentric intervention, not only with respect to 
(being and having) the phallus, but also in terms of sexual pleasures (as I will 
illustrate in detail later on in the chapter). 
Interestingly enough, apart from the fangs, there are various instruments of 
penetration (that can approximate the function of the phallus) in vampirism. One of 
them is the fingemail. The nail as the instrument of penetration makes its debut in 
the nineteenth-century classic vampire novel Dracula, when the Count gashes his 
chest and forces Mina to drink his blood. As Mina recalls, "With that he pulled open 
his shirt, and with his long sharp nails opened a vein in his breast." (Dracula 343) 
The resistant role of the fingemail in sexual relations is further confirmed in the late 
twentieth-century film adaptation Bram Stoker's Dracula (1992) since, as suggested 
in Chapter One, the scene is purely erotic: Coppola's Dracula gashes his chest gently 
and sensuously while Mina drinks passionately. Whereas, in "Louisiana: 1850" 
(1991), a chapter from the lesbian vampire novel Gilda by Jewelle Gomez, the lesbian 
vampires penetrate their victims' flesh with their nails only: "Gilda held him in sleep 
while she sliced through the flesh of his neck, the line of her nail leaving a red trail." 
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("Louisiana: 1850" 119) Later on in the chapter, when the dark gift is given to the 
Girl (who later inherits the name "Gilda"), the lesbian vampire uses her nail again: 
"She held the Girl's head to her breast and in a quick gesture opened the skin of her 
chest.” ("Louisiana 1850" 131) 
As a matter of fact, the instrument of penetration in vampirism needs not be 
part or parts of the vampire's body; it can be a variety of objects. In the movie 
Interview with the Vampire (1994), as one recalls, when Lestat attacks the woman 
serving him and Louis in a tavern, he uses the pointed thimble on his thumb to pierce 
the flesh of the woman. Later on in the movie, when he performs the dark trick on 
Claudia, he uses the same thimble to pierce his wrist and asks her to drink from him. 
A second vampire text in which the vampires use inanimate objects to make incisions 
on the victims' skin is The Hunger (1981): 
In Whitney Strieber's best-selling novel, The Hunger, Miriam is 
one of the Egyptian ancients who, in her modern-day life, uses a 
blade formed in the shape of an ankh, the symbol of divine and 
everlasting life, to spill the blood ofher victims. 
(Keesey 1995: 15) 
In lesbian vampire movie The Hunger (1983) based on the legend of Countess 
Bathory ofTransylvania, the vampires also carry blades around to attack their victims 
with. Perhaps the most unexpected objects of penetration appear in lesbian vampire 
short story "Cinnamon Roses" (1994) by Renee M. Charles. The lesbian vampire, 
unlike vampires in mainstream texts who are often middle-class and aristocratic, is a 
hairstylist by occupation. Her instruments of penetration are the tools she uses at 
work. As she confesses in the beginning of the short story: 
. . .well, you've got to admit, scissors and razors do have a way 
of occasionally drawing blood. . .So, a slip of the disposable 
razor here, or a nick with the scissors there, and it's good-bye 
hunger. 
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("Cinnamon Roses" 97) 
As the story proceeds, readers are offered a detail and vivid description of how the 
razor works as an instrument of penetration as she shaves the pubic hair for one of her 
customers: 
Taking up the second of two razors I'd used on her, I let the 
sharp steel bite ever so superficially into her pale skin on the 
downstroke. I don't even think she felt the nick, it was so slight 
but my mouth flooded with buming saliva when I saw the tiny 
dark pearl ofblood rise up in all its spicy-warm splendor. 
("Cinnamon Roses 110) 
Therefore it is not difficult to illustrate Butler's argument that the 
displaceability of the Lacanian phallus has opened up endless possibilities for a 
variety of body parts and objects to approximate the function of the phallus. This is 
especially true with reference to lesbian and vampire sexuality because the site of 
desire and generation of (sexual) pleasures is (re-)located in various parts of the body 
other than the penis and the vagina. Certainly the most dominant site of sexual 
gratification in vampirism is the mouth: the dark kiss is constantly associated with 
infantile oral pleasures of sucking nourishment. 
The Dark Kiss and Female Sexual Pleasures 
When discussing oral (sexual) pleasures, it is after all worthwhile to refer to 
Freud who, though often accused justifiably by feminists of creating a misogynist 
myth of human(/female) sexuality, deserves some credits in establishing the infantile 
oral drive as a component drive in adult sexuality in Three Essays on the Theory of 
Sexuality (1905). According to Freud, oral pleasure is derived from the instinct for 
nourishment. 
It was the child's first and most vital activity, his sucking at his 
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mother's breast, or at substitutes for it, that must have 
familiarized him with this pleasure. . .To begin with, sexual 
activity attaches itself to functions serving the purpose of self-
preservation and does not become independent of them until later. 
No one who has seen a baby sinking back satiated from the 
breast and falling asleep with flushed cheeks and a blissful smile 
can escape the reflection that this picture persists as a prototype 
of the expression of sexual satisfaction in later life. 
(Freud cited in Grosz 1990: 55) 
The recognition of oral drives by (Freudian) psychoanalysis and the celebration of the 
dark kiss in vampirism is of great value to feminist cultural criticisms because oral 
gratification offers feminists a potential site of resistance against the misogynist myth 
of vaginal pleasures---the recognition of female sexuality only in relation to male 
orgasm. 
While Freud's recognition of oral sexual pleasures is beneficial to feminist 
criticisms, his theory of female orgasms, preferring the vaginal orgasm to the clitoral 
orgasm, is unrelentingly criticized by feminists who claim that he is responsible for 
the perpetuation of a falsified myth about female sexuality which has seriously 
affected the mental health of a lot of women. Among them is Anne Koedt who 
boldly declares in her essay, "The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm" (1970), that Freud 
has no anatomical proof of his theories and that the vaginal orgasm does not exist at 
all. 
Freud contented that the clitoral orgasm was adolescent, and that 
upon puberty, when women began having intercourse with men, 
women should transfer the center of orgasm to the vagina. The 
vagina, it was assumed, was able to produce a parallel, but more 
mature, orgasm than the clitoris. Much work was done to 
elaborate on this theory, but little was done to challenge the basic 
assumptions.... 
(Koedt 1994: 336) 
What is more, as far as Freud is concerned, a woman who fails to achieve orgasm 
through copulation and prefers clitoral stimulation is frigid and is in need of 
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psychiatric treatment since her frigidity is her renunciation of femininity. Koedt 
criticizes Freud of misrepresenting female sexuality and maintains that "[t]here is 
only one area for sexual climax, although there many areas of sexual arousal; that area 
is the clitoris." (ibid.: 335) In fact, 
It was not so much that her [Koedt's] message was news, for 
Koedt was essentially reiterating the widely publicized research 
findings of Masters and Johnson. . .Even before Masters and 
Johnson, doubts about Freud's theory had surfaced. The 
pioneer of sex research, Alfred Kinsey, reported as early as 1953 
that "the vaginal walls are quite insensitive," and he bluntly 
termed the vaginal orgasm a "biological impossibility." 
(Schneir 1994: 333-4) 
Koedt goes on to argue that men are in fact aware of women's clitoral 
orgasm "during 'foreplay,' when they want to arouse women and produce the 
necessary lubrication for penetration." (1994: 338) Yet as soon as women are 
aroused men proceed to vaginal penetration, which leads to their orgasm. 
Men have orgasms essentially by friction with the vagina, not the 
clitoral area, which is external and not able to cause friction the 
way penetration does. Women have thus been defined sexually 
in terms of what pleases men; our own biology has not been 
properly analyzed. Instead we are fed the myth of the liberated 
woman and her vaginal orgasm---an orgasm which in fact does 
not exist. 
(ibid.: 335-6) 
She claims that "the Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm" is a result of compulsory 
heterosexuality as a political institution. 
The establishment of clitoral orgasm as fact would threaten the 
heterosexual institution. For it would indicate that sexual 
pleasure was obtainable from either men or women, thus making 
heterosexuality not an absolute, but an option. 
(ibid.: 342) 
Lesbian sexuality, according to Koedt, is female empowerment, allowing women to 
disavow misogynist feminine sexualization. "Lesbian sexuality could make an 
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excellent case, based upon anatomical data, for the extinction of the male organ." 
(ibid.: 341) 
-Clearly, given the combative position---repudiating the vaginal orgasm 
while embracing the clitoral orgasm---in Koedt's argument, it is typical of second 
wave feminist criticisms. Her thesis that the clitoris is the only site for sexual climax 
is seen as problematic from a postfeminist perspective, since localizing female sexual 
pleasure in the clitoris causes feminists to fall back into the trap of patriarchal binary 
oppositions: it is either man or woman, the vaginal orgasm or the clitoral orgasm. 
Although I am not sympathetic with Koedt's second wave feminist position, I find her 
critical stand and the anatomical facts concerning female orgasms presented in her 
essay useful in my reading of erotic scenes in vampire texts from a postfeminist 
perspective. Certainly, it is oral sexual pleasures (not the clitoral orgasm) that 
dominate the erotic scenes in vampirism. Yet "the Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm" 
serves the purpose of challenging a phallocentric representation of female sexuality 
and bringing into light the possibility of displacement, not exclusively by the clitoral 
orgasm but pleasures generated in various erotogenic zones as well. What matters 
therefore, is not the disavowal of the vaginal orgasm central to Koedt's essay, but 
rather, the recognition and celebration of sexual pleasures possible through a variety 
of stimulation, clitoral, oral, or even vaginal. 
Lacan, in fact, has ascribed women the possibility of a jouissance beyond 
the phallus in "God and the Jouissance ofThe Woman" (in Mitchell and Rose 1982). 
As Grosz reads him, 
Lacan elaborates woman's status for man in love, while 
subverting the man's expressed intent in courtly ideals. He 
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focuses on the male ideal of One-ness or union with his sexual 
partner, asserting that woman is not-all. . .This does not mean 
that women are not-all and men are all. Rather, men have the 
phallus only if some subjects (i.e. women) do not have it, 
because the phallus is predicated on the division of some from 
a l l . . . . 
Like the phallus, the formulation of woman as not-all is 
Lacan,s way of simultaneously including and excluding women. 
(1990: 138) 
Lacan maintains that courtly love is men's attempt to equate the penis with the phallus 
and establish a direct relation to the Other while women are capable of "a resistant 
and residual jouissance”. (ibid.: 139) The jouissance beyond the phallus is in fact 
the woman's refusal of phallocentric ecstasy. This ecstasy beyond the phallus is 
(mis)taken by the courtly lover for divinity---the reluctance of the pure, sexless woman 
to embrace the phallus/penis. Nonetheless, because the woman's resistant pleasure is 
"her mark of resistance to the Other", it is “strictly outside of articulation and is thus 
unknowable.” (ibid.) The problem with the jouissance beyond the phallus is that: 
Lacan accords women the possibility of refusing a pleasure and 
desire that is not theirs, but not of claiming one that is theirs. In 
attributing a non-phallic sexual pleasure to women, Lacan exceeds 
the narrow constraints of Freud's understanding of female 
sexuality as necessarily bound to male sexuality. Yet in claiming 
that this jouissance is also beyond discourse and knowledge, 
ineffable, he back-handedly repositions women in a dependent 
position. This is a pleasure, a series of sensations and 
experiences about which nothing more can be said than that they 
are ^ow-phallic. 
(ibid.) 
If frigidity---the refusal of phallic jouissance---is women's attempt to counteract the 
lack in the ego as Lacan puts it, what then is a jouissance beyond the phallus? Lacan 
seems to have avoided attempting a representation of female sexuality independent of 
the phallus/penis and this is what the remainder of this chapter aims at achieving. 
Provided the possibility of female sexual pleasures free from the stimulation 
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of the phallus/penis opened up by Koedt's essay and reinforced by Lacan's suggestion 
of a jouissance beyond the phallus, feminist critics can proceed from where the two 
have stopped to produce positive descriptions of the various sexual pleasures a woman 
derives from sexual relations in her attempt to preserve the infantile wholeness ofbeing， 
which are free from phallocentric intervention. Drawing on Freud's oral drive and 
Lacan's mirror stage, oral sexual pleasure is important in counteracting the disturbance 
caused by the lack inherent in the subject's ego, since it generates nostalgic sensations 
ofoneness with the (m)other. The vampire's dark kiss brings back reminiscence ofthe 
oral stage, when the child and the (m)other are one and the whole world. As Louis 
narrates in the novel Interview with the Vampire (1976), 
I drank, sucking blood out of the holes, experiencing for the first 
time since infancy the special pleasure of sucking nourishment, 
the body focused with the mind upon one vital source. 
{Interview 20; my emphasis) 
The gratification generated by the dark kiss bears an even more intense significance for 
women vampires, since apart from bringing about remembrance of oneness with the 
(m)other, it offers women, symbolically, an alternative means to fill the lack in the ego, 
other than depending upon the man, borrowing his phallus during copulation. What is 
more, the resonance is more profound among lesbians than heterosexual women since, 
to begin with, lesbian sexuality allows no room for the Lacanian phallus/penis, 
promising a female site of desire without the intrusion of male sexuality. 
Now Catherine is upon me, feeding me. I suck greedily once I 
taste her and begin to drink. 
I recognize the taste. I know it well. . .It is the taste of our 
bedroom, the smell of our love on a Sunday aftemoon, our bodies 
sprawled on the soggy futon, sunlight slanting across Catherine's 
belly as I kiss her and hold her like I will never let her go. 
("Orphans" 94-5; my emphasis) 
The experience of blood-sucking reminds Marian, the narrator, of the "taste" of 
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oneness with her lover, Catherine. For Lacan, the demand for love is the demand for 
oneness, the refusal to accept that the ego is split. In his theory of sexual relations, 
men and women attempt to fill the lack, to experience oneness with the other through 
phallic jouissance. Nevertheless in "Orphans" (1995) by Thomas S. Roche, readers 
notice an alternative: the demand for oneness is fulfilled through the oral sexual 
pleasures generated by sucking a second life-giving fluid comparable to the primal 
nourishment, a pleasure beyond the (Lacanian) phallus experienced by women and 
vampires. 
Another crucial element in the love bite, apart from sucking nourishment, is 
of course the bite, as the term suggests. As discussed, penetration is vital in filling 
the lack and achieving oneness with the other. In lesbian sexuality, penetration of 
the vagina by the penis is needless to say, non-existent, yet penetration (of the vagina) 
by other body parts or objects is after all possible. Whereas in lesbian vampire 
sexuality, there is a second possibility for penetration into various parts of the body, 
that by the fangs or other instruments of penetration as illustrated earlier on. In "the 
Vampire" (1988) by Pat Califa, an extraordinarily erotic scene is depicted during 
which the victim's vagina is penetrated by the lesbian vampire's fingers while her 
flesh is penetrated by her fangs. 
Her assailant realized it, too, because she ripped at her panties, 
literally clawed them to pieces, and then she was being crammed 
full, opened terribly, spread far too wide, almost lifted off her 
feet by the force of the fucking, and it hurt so much for so long 
that she came even as the canines sank another notch into her 
cuts and drank fresh blood from the deepened wounds. Which 
penetration made her come? She did not know. 
("The Vampire" 181 ； my emphasis) 
This double occurrence of penetration is significant to lesbian feminist cultural 
criticisms because it has unreservedly disrupted the hegemonic Lacanian 
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phallus/penis signification. Here, the penis as the privileged signified is displaced 
twice, first by the fingers, then by the fangs. Desire of course dominates the scene: 
the desire of the victim to be the (lesbian) phallus for the vampire as well as the desire 
of the v ^ p i r e to reinforce her possession of the lesbian phallus. Along with the 
victim's orgasm comes the (temporary) gratification of her desire; whereas the 
vampire's desire is obviously satisfied as well: 
She had never felt it offered this way, seductively, with 
persistence and determination, or felt it being given up with 
joy. . .Now, of course, she wanted it again. . .Would there be 
more nourishment, more pleasure from this source? 
("The Vampire" 182; my emphasis) 
Desire plays a major role in Lacan's theory of sexual relations: the sole aim of the 
participants is to be the desire of the other, namely the phallus. The feeding scene in 
“the Vampire" manages to stay within the framework ofLacan's "the Signification of 
the Phallus" and simultaneously subvert the misogynist conflation of the penis and the 
phallus. Desire is fulfilled (although momentarily) through the phallus, but the 
phallus is lesbian: the fingers and the fangs have displaced the penis as the object of 
signification. The scene is also of great significance insofar as a defiance against the 
misrepresentation of female sexuality in Freudian psychoanalysis is concerned. It 
has served its purpose in the same witty manner as in displacing the Lacanian phallus. 
The scene has confirmed the vaginal orgasm Freud has passionately celebrated but it 
has, at the same time, displaced it with an orgasm generated synchronically by 
penetration elsewhere. Women have found a voice: female sexual pleasures are not 
limited to the vagina; they have a great capacity for orgasms generated in various 
parts ofher body. 
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Conclusion 
Lacan's "The signification ofthe Phallus" (1958) is beneficial to (lesbian) 
feminist cultural criticisms as the displaceablity of the phallus offers a starting point 
for reaction against the misrepresentation of woman and her sexuality in (Western) 
misogynist culture(s). Butler (1993), for example, draws on Lacan's seminar in her 
attempt to displace the Lacanian phallus with the lesbian phallus. The lesbian 
phallus is truly resistant because it crosses as well as blurs the borders of being and 
having the phallus. Lacan's theory and Butler's re-vision of it have provided the 
theoretical framework for the discussion in this chapter. Since the lesbian phallus 
can signify a number of body parts and objects all at once, the application of Butler's 
theory in a reading of mainstream and lesbian vampire texts proves rewarding, 
opening up the possibility of a variety of positive and accurate representations of 
female sexuality. Lesbian vampire sexuality has achieved the defiance of a false 
depiction of female sexuality centered on the penis, precisely because the organ is 
non-existent in lesbian sexuality. In vampirism, the fangs, among other body parts 
and objects, are the instrument of penetration that is capable of approximating the 
function of the phallus. In this discussion, I have illustrated the argument with 
reference to erotic preying scenes in lesbian vampire texts. The fangs and other 
instruments of penetration are the cause of desire in lesbian vampire sexuality. The 
prey desires the lesbian phallus which the vampire possesses while she herself 
becomes the lesbian phallus, the desire of the other/vampire, in preying scenes. The 
vampire confirms her possession of the lesbian phallus while she feeds; yet at the 
same time，insofar as Lacan's imaginary anatomy is concerned, she is still the phallus. 
In other words, the lesbian vampire represents an alternative site of desire and a 
defiance against the Lacanian phallus, a signification that has value only in relation to 
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the penis. 
The displacement of the Lacanian phallus is groundbreaking as far as the 
women' s-movement is concerned, for what is achieved is not only the displacement of 
a single signification, but the disruption of a misogynist/heterosexist symbolic of 
sexual difference as well. Following his theory of the constitution of the ego 
through the recognition of a lack, Lacan specifies and defines the lack in his 
discussion of the phallus as a "privileged signifier". Through conflating the phallus 
with the penis, he sets down an androcentric definition of sexual difference: being 
male and female is determined by the individual's having or being the phallus, which 
is equated to the penis. Women have thus been negatively defined with reference to 
men as lacking and castrated. If the lesbian phallus displaces the Lacanian phallus, it 
displaces the hegemonic symbolic of sexual difference that the Lacanian phallus 
embodies as well. 
It is important to note that lesbian vampire sexuality does not only resist 
within the symbolic order, it allows for female empowerment even when sexual 
pleasures are discussed from an anatomical perspective. Since Freud, female sexual 
pleasures have been defined medically and psychoanalytically on the basis of what 
pleases man: the vaginal orgasm is preferred to the clitoral orgasm (and sexual 
pleasures generated in other erotogenic zones) because the friction produced during 
penetration of the vagina provides the penis with the stimulation necessary to achieve 
orgasm. In lesbian sexuality, the penis is displaced by various instruments of 
penetration; whereas in lesbian vampire sexuality, female empowerment is enhanced 
by a second displacement of the site of penetration along with the celebration of oral 
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sexual pleasures, pleasures other than the vaginal orgasm, enabling women to create a 
positive and accurate representation of their sexuality. Women, in short, are capable 




Towards an Autonomous Representation of Womanhood 
In this thesis, I have attempted to (re-)read Victorian and twentieth-century 
‘vampire texts—fiction and film—from a lesbian feminist perspective. Vampirism 
appeals to feminist cultural critics as a promising site of struggle largely because 
vampires, along with other monstrous figures, are more than often associated with the 
feminine. As Creed puts it, "all human societies have a conception of the 
monstrous-feminine, of what it is about woman that is shocking, terrifying, horrific, 
abject." (1996: 35) The vampire is matemal/feminine for a number of reasons. 
To begin with, the vampire is abject because she breaks down the boundaries of life 
and death, just as women are depicted culturally as life-givers and destroyers all at 
once. In mythology and folklore, women and her genitals are represented as 
monstrous figures like the Medusa and the toothed vagina. Apart from death and 
immortality, blood, an abjection in itself, is of course another recurring theme in 
vampirism; and this is precisely why the vampire is interpreted as the menstrual 
monster. As Creed maintains, 
Shuttle and Redgrove interpret the vampire myth as a rite of 
passage which is used to explain the phenomenon of menarche, 
or the first menstruation, in young girls. They argue that the 
neck, which is almost always the place that is bitten, represents 
the neck of the uterus. 
(1993:63) 
What is more, as Hodges and Doane suggest, "the vampire, the monstrous, is 
ultimately matemal, and the experience of initiation is a preoedipal one." (1991: 164) 
The dark kiss---the vampire's means of feeding as well as perpetuating the species---
involves immense oral sexual pleasures reminiscent of the preoedipal oral stage. 
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Indeed maternity dominates all vampire texts, for in vampirism, not only is the 
woman vampire female/matemal, the man vampire becomes a mother symbolically 
when he "gives birth" to his vampire offspring. Vampires---men and women---are 
further feminized with reference to their demise: vampires are penetrated by a phallic 
stake of the crew of light. Finally, as a number of cultural critics argue, the vampire 
is in fact an embodiment of autonomous female sexuality, which men find attractive 
yet threatening. 
. . . t h e vampire was---and often still is---the personification of 
society's fear for the power of women's sexuality. The vampire 
causes men and good women to lose control, unleashing a wave 
of pent-up sexuality while she herself maintains control over the 
situation. 
(Keesey & Armstrong 1994: 48) 
Therefore, since her first appearance in RomanticAVictorian literary texts, the vampire 
has been represented as the monstrous, the feminine, the abject and the outcast. This 
is especially tme with reference to the lesbian vampire, who is two kinds of sexual 
outlaw all at once: the woman with an excessive sexual appetite, an appetite for other 
women. 
Naturally, we are confronted with the question: if the woman/lesbian 
vampire symbolizes men's fear and anxieties of female sexuality, how is it possible 
for (lesbian) feminist cultural theorists to resist within such a site of oppression? It 
is precisely this possibility that I have set out to ground. As Weiss argues with 
respect to the lesbian cinematic vampire: 
The lesbian vampire is the most powerful representation of 
lesbianism to be found on the commercial movie screen, and 
rather than abandon her for what she signifies, it may be possible 
to extricate her from her original function, and reappropriate her 
power. 
(1992: 104) 
As echoed by Bordo, "the truly resistant female body is, not the body that wages war 
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on feminine sexualization, and objectification", but the body that defies androcentric 
misrepresentation and takes the very site of oppression as the site of struggle. (1996: 
50) The postfeminist agenda, therefore, is to defy rather than reject the 
misconstructed myths about women; and this is precisely what lesbian/feminist 
writers have done as they re-vision the vampire myth in the twentieth century. 
I have adopted a lesbian feminist perspective because lesbianism is female 
empowerment, allowing women to resist in a context free from the intervention of the 
penis/phallus. Lesbian cultural criticisms enable women 
. . . t o deconstruct the notion that women can be seen only in 
relation to men, and defined only in terms of male discourse, in 
order to create a position from which to speak and be heard by 
men and] non-Lesbian feminist critics. 
(Wolfe & Penelope 1993: 3) 
In this thesis, particularly in Chapter Three, I have called into question the definition 
of women, centered on man and his penis, as passive and sexless. The Victorian 
notion of "the Angel in the House", the ideal female body as an erotic object (for men) 
to gaze at, and the depiction of female sexuality as castrated and lacking are all 
cultural myths constructed on the basis of what pleases man and what makes them 
feel comfortable and secure. Through re-reading them from a lesbian feminist 
perspective, I manage to uncover the patriarchal unconscious underlying the myths, 
and establish them as sites of resistance against the misrepresentation of women in 
cultural texts. The ultimate of goal of this thesis, as stated in the Introduction, is to 
ground the possibility of an autonomous representation of womanhood in vampire 
texts. 
Autonomy is a central motif throughout this discussion. In a diversity of 
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cultural myths about woman and her sexuality, women's autonomy is indeed 
undermined. Women are passively and negatively defined with respect to men: 
women are what man are not; yet they are not given a positive representation of what 
they are.— For instance, when Lacan writes about sexual relations, he ascribes women 
the possibility of a jouissance "beyond the phallus"; nevertheless, other than 
maintaining that it is non-phallic, he has not elaborated on this jouissance which 
women are capable of. Consequently, women are silenced, as existing discourse---
the language of the Father---has made it impossible for them to express themselves. 
Feminism as an emancipatory movement is, after all, about finding a voice. If 
women can speak for themselves, they attain autonomy. The women/lesbian 
vampires in contemporary vampire texts read in this thesis have found a voice and 
secured an autonomous representation of womanhood. In Chapter One, the fallen 
angel boldly displays her aggressive sexuality through seducing and taking preys. 
Whereas in Chapter Two, the girl vampire Claudia, invites the male gaze and defies it 
altogether with her infantilization. Finally in Chapter Three, the lesbian vampire, 
with her lesbian phallus, renders possible a profoundly female desire that is free from 
phallocentric intervention. 
After securing autonomy, women also take back the choice which they have, 
for centuries, been deprived of. Certainly anti-feminists will argue that women are 
indeed given a choice since no one/man points a gun at a woman's head and force her 
to stay at home. Nevertheless, the truth reveals itself if we look closely enough at 
Victorian vampire texts which, along with other cultural forms, reflects the society's 
ideologies. The fallen angel who chooses to refuse domestic confinement and 
passive sexualization is despised, condemned and destroyed. Naturally feminists 
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pose the question, "what kind of a choice is that?" Yet in spite of the question, 
women and feminists have to acknowledge the fact that things have in truth improved 
in the twentieth century: women have attained a certain amount of autonomy. Still if 
someone-has to stay home to take care of the children (and the family), it is more than 
often the woman, while the man happily holds on to his career and provide for his 
family. Ofcourse it is fair if the woman chooses to stay at home, but if she is spoon-
fed since infancy her role as carer and nurturer, it is natural for feminists to wonder to 
what extent that choice is a choice. Therefore, feminism sets out to react against 
patriarchal ideologies which have deprived women of a choice without their being 
conscious of it. In the context of this thesis, in late twentieth-century re-visions of 
(Victorian) vampire myths, feminist cultural critics are delighted to note an 
autonomous and resistant representation of women, namely the woman/lesbian 
vampire. In Bram Stoker 's Dracula, for instance, the angel Mina chooses her own 
"downfall", and more importantly, the fallen angel is celebrated in that Mina is 
presented as the heroine in the film. 
Finally, as far as I am concerned, the feminist resistance discussed in this 
thesis is only the start of a long struggle. I hope I have succeeded in deconstructing 
existing cultural images of women as passive, castrated, lacking, and most important 
of all, monstrous. Yet after deconstructing the misrepresentation of womanhood, 
feminists are left with the difficult task of reconstructing positive representations of 
woman and her sexuality. After eighty pages of discussion, I venture to claim that 
the possibility of a positive and autonomous representation of women is sufficiently 
grounded in my analysis of the womarb^lesbian vampire. Nonetheless, tension still 
exists between feminism and vampirism: for example, the ultimate dilemma in 
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vampirism is that in becoming mothers symbolically when they perform the dark trick 
on their offspring, men vampires take away that unique female power to create, 
replacing it with a male version of creativity. In short, the maternal is marginalized 
to the utmost in vampirism insofar as motherhood is regarded as a metaphor of 
creativity. This dilemma, among others, is what myself and feminist cultural critics 
will need to resolve in future projects. 
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